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Preface 
During the last years the Forschungszentrum Rossendorf has built its own synchrotron 
radiation beamline called ROBL (= ROssendorf BeamLine) at the European Synchrotron 
Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France. ROBL is one of ten CRG-beamlines (CRG = 
collaborating research group). This implies that ROBL is fully financed by the FZR during 
the investment phase as well as in the current operation phase. The inauguration of ROBL 
took place on June 8, 1998. Since the fall of 1998 ROBL is running with scheduled 
experiments. 
ROBL has two experimental end-stations operating altematively, using the Same X-ray 
optics. One station is the Radiochemistry Hutch (RCH) and the other the Materials 
Research Hutch (MRH). A more detailed description of the equipment is given in the first 
contribution of this report. 
ROBL was built and is operated by the Project Group ESRF-Beamline of the FZR. This 
group consists of scientists, engineers and technicians of the Institute of Ion Beam Physics 
and Materials Research, the Institute of Radiochemistry and the Central Department 
Experimental Facilities and Information Technology. The Department of Safety and 
Radiation Protection of the VKTA (Verein für Kernverfahrenstechnik und Analytik) gave a 
strong support for the development of the safety instrumentation of the RCH. 
The beamtime is used by 213 from the FZR and collaborating institutes. The other I13 
available beamtime is scheduled by the ESRF for peer-reviewed experiments. 
This is the first activity report of ROBL. It is intended to publish every two years such a 
report. The report is organised in three main parts. The first Part contains extended 
contributions on results already obtained at ROBL. The second part gives an overview 
about the scheduled experiments, a list of guests having visited ROBL for test experiments 
and some other information. Finally, the third part collects the experimental reports of the 
Users received until end of August 1999. 
Dr. W. Matz 
Head of the Project Group ESRF-Beamline 
Spokesman of the ROBL-CRG 
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lntroduction 
The ROssendorf BeamLine (ROBL) is a collaborating research group (CRG) beamline at 
the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France. The beamline 
was built and is operated by the Forschungszentrurn Rossendorf. ROBL has been designed 
for performing experiments on two different experimental stations: a Radiochemistry Hutch 
(RCH) and a Materials Research Hutch (MRH), both operating altematively. X-ray 
absorption spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction and reflectometry are the main experimental 
techniques used in RCH and MRH, respectively. Most of the beamtime is used by the FZR 
for in-house research devoted to: 
Radioecological research as scientific background for risk assessment and development 
of remediation strategies for areas contaminated by radionuclides. Determination of the 
chemical speciation of radionuclides interacting with geological material, natural and 
anthropogenic organics, and micro-organisms. Study of the influence of these 
interactions on radionuclide migration and retardation in the environment. 
Structural identification and characterisation (including texture) of modifications of 
surfaces and interfaces produced by ion beam techniques for applications as hard 
Covers, Sensors or in semiconductor technology. Study of interfaces in thin films and 
nanometer-multilayers. Structural investigations of melts and amorphous solids. 
The beamline is also available to outside Users to perform experiments either in 
collaboration with the FZR or by submitting a proposal to the ESRF: one third of the ROBL 
beamtime will be allocated by the ESRF for peer-reviewed experiments. 
This paper gives an overview about the beamline design and describes the standard 
experimental equipment of both experimental stations [#I. 
Beamline optics 
The beamline is located at the bending magnet port BM 20 of the ESRF. The overall layout 
of ROBL is shown in the title Page of the report. The beamline optics uses horizontally a fcin 
of 2.8 mrad of synchrotron radiation from the hard edge of the ESRF bending magnet (0.8 T 
range, critical energy 19.6 keV) [I]. The layout of the optics is sketched in Fig. I. The main 
elements are a fixed-exit double crystal monochromator located between two minors. The 
beamline is designed for an energy range from 5 to 35 keV, The iower energy Iimit is given 
essentialty by the mandatory Be-wlndows. The upper energy limit was chosen to atlow X-ray 
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) experiments on all chemical efements from Ti onward, since 
at least one absorption edge is in the energy range 5 to 35 keV. 
The two minors, with the Same grazing angle of 2.5 mrad suppress the higher-order 
hatmonics in the monochromatic beam, reduce the heat laad on the monochromator, and 
provide a paraflel or vertically focussed beam at the experimental stations at a fixed height. 
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Fig. I: Scheme of the X-ray optics of ROBL. A mirror - double crystal monochromator - 
mirror arrangement selects a monochromatic beam for the two experimental end-stations 
The X-ray mirrors including cooling and bending mechanisms were purchased completely. 
The first mirror is made of a single Si crystal which is water cooled. The second mirror uses 
a ZERODUR substrate without cooling. Both mirrors are equipped with pneumatic benders. 
The first is bent with a radius of 20.8 km to collimate the incident radiation onto the first 
monochromator crystal. The second with an adjustable bending radius down to 8 km 
focuses the beam vertically to one of the Wo experimental end-stations. The mirror 
substrates were coated with two parallel stripes of silicon and platinum which are used 
altematively. The harmonic suppression is better than 8x10"' for all energies when using the 
silicon stripes. For the platinum stripes, it is of the Same order of magnitude for energies 
above 13.5 keV. 
The calculated spectral flux for the two cases is shown in Fig. 2. The intensity decrease 
below 10 keV, is due to the absorption of the beryllium windows. 
The double crystal monochromator (DCM) provides a fixed-exit beam with a vertical offset 
of 18 mm. It operates with either Si(l1 I )  or Si(311) crystal sets. The mechanical 
construction allows to reach 25 keV using Si( l l1) crystals and 35 keV using Si(311) 
crystals. The design is mainly a commercial one. The axis of a high-precision rotation table 
is fed into a vacuum vessel. A crystal cage mounted on this axis carries both crystals. The 
first crystal is mounted with the rotation axis on the reflecting surface. The second crystal 
can be moved relative to the first one, parallel and perpendicular to the beam direction. The 
combined motion of both drives realises a fixed-exit beam. The first crystal is water cooled. 
The second crystal will be equipped with a bender for sagittal focussing; in the beginning it 
will be available only for Si(3l I) .  
For Quick-EXAFS, a pseudo channel-cut mode of the monochromator is possible by 
keeping fixed the position of the second crystal relative to the first one. In this mode only 
the Bragg angle of the DCM is changed during a scan; for energies above 14 keV the beam 
height variation during a 500 eV wide scan is less than 0.6 mm. 
A feedback system is installed, which compensates intensity modulation during XAS scans, 
by fine tuning the orientation of the second crystal on the base of a signal coming from a 
monitor in front of the sample. 
The overall energy resolution of ROBL is shown in Fig. 3. This resolution allows to study the 
near-edge structure at all absorption edges within the accessible energy range with a 
resolution better than the core hole width. 
In addition to the mirrors and the monochromator, in the optics are various slit units, filters, 
and beam position monitors. 
The motions of nearly all optical components are motorised, mostly with stepper motors, 
controlled by an UNIX workstation based system. Many standard ESRF software 
applications are used in the control programs, which utilise S P E C @ C O ~ ~  package 141. 
The control system includes also interlock components for the vacuum, beam shutters and 
the cooling af components exposed to the white beam. 
The characteristics of the monochromatic beam are summarised in Table 1. 
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Fig. 2: Calculated flux of 
focussed radiation with silicon 
and platinum coated mirrors and 
silicon (1 11) crystals in the 
double crystal monochrornator 
obtained using the SHADOW 
code [2,3]. The attenuation from 
beryllium windows of the total 
thickness of 1.5 mm is included. 
The maximum energy of 35 keV 
can be realised only with Si(311) 
monochromator crystals. 
Geometrical constraints of the 
DCM design limit the accessible 
energy range for Si(1 I I )  crystals 
to about 25 keV. 
Fig. 3: Calculated energy 
resolution of the double crystal 
monochromator with silicon 
crystals and parallel incident 
beam. For comparison the 
natural line widths of the 
absorption edges of the 
elements are shown. Besides 
the analytically calculated 
values, results obtained with 
SHADOW code are included f0r 
Si(311). 
Energy (keV) 
Table 1 : Characteristic data of monochromatic synchrotron beam 
Radiochemistry end-station 
The radiochemistry end-station is designed for studying radionuclides of environmental 
importance such as Tc, U, Th, Np, Pu, Am. X-ray absorption spectroscopy is a powerful 
technique to obtain information on the molecular and electronic structure of these 
radionuclides in solids and liquids. It is an element specific method and provides information 
about the oxidation state as weil as the bond lengths and numbers of neighbouring atoms in 
the first, second and even third coordination shell of the absorber. Such knowledge is 
essential to understand complexation and speciation of radionuclides and also absorption 
processes from solutions. Actinides are known to exist in many oxidation states which are 
difficult to be determined by chemical or optical methods. In contrast XAS can distinguish 
the oxidation state from the shift of the absorption edge, providing also information if 
different states are present in one sample. Another advantage of XAS for radiochemical 
investigations is the possibility to use solid or liquid samples as well as very dilute ones 
(micro-mol region). 
The ROBL-CRG obtained a license from the French authorities to periorm XAFS 
experiments with the isotopes listed in Table 2. Under this license the maximum allowed 
activity at any given time present at ROBL is 185 MBq (5 mCi). These elements emit mostly 
alpha and beta particles and only weak gamma radiation. Therefore, the heart of the 
radiochemistry end-station is a glovebox without additional lead shielding (see Fig.4). To 
ensure a safe handling of the radionuclides, the entire experimental station is built as a 
radiochemistry laboratory according to legal safety requirements. 
Table 2: List of radioactive elements which can be investigated at ROBL and 
the maximum amount of material to remain below the activity limit of 5 mCi 
Fig. 4: Principal layout of the glovebox. (a) standard sample position for XAFS experiments; (b) 
sample position for fluorescence radiation detection from dilute liquid samples. The ionisation 
charnbers (IK) are mounted on an optical bench and can also be used for non-radioactive samples 
while the box is moved out of the beam. FD- fluorescence detector; LD - Lytle detector; GD - gamma 
detector for rneasurement of sample activity, SCI,2 - sample changers. 
I Isotope I Half-Live I Amount Isotope I Half-Live 1 Amount 
The XAFS spectra can be measured both in transmission and fluorescence modes. For 
transmission mode the sample is placed perpendicular to the photon beam between two 
ionisation chambers (IK in Fig. 4). In fluorescence mode, the sample is inclined by 45" with 
respect to the beam and the fluorescence radiation is detected with Ge solid state detectors 
(FD in Fig. 4) positioned perpendicular to the beam. The radioactive samples are positioned 
inside the glovebox equipped with 125 um thick Kapton (polyimide) windows which are 
transparent to hard X-rays. All detectors, e.g., gas ionisation chambers and fluorescence 
detectors, are mounted on an optical bench outside the glovebox. This arrangement allows 
a direct and easy access to the detectors and avoids bringing signal cables, gas and power 
supply lines into the glovebox. In addition, even in the unlikely case of a contamination 
inside the glove box, the detectors will not be affected. 
Inside the glovebox it is possible to use sample holders at different positions. Two, marked 
(a) and (b), are indicated in the schematic glovebox layout of Fig. 4. At position (a) a larger 
space is available so it is possible to mount either an automatic sample holder which 
provides room up to eight solid or liquid samples or a closed cycle He cryostat. The samples 
in position (a) can be measured both in transmission and fluorescence modes. For 
measurements on very dilute samples, a special single sample holder can be placed at 
position (a). The rotating arm of this positioning system moves the sample to position (b), 
between two Kapton windows and rotates it of 45" with respect to the beam: two Ge solid 
state detectors record simultaneously the fluorescence signals. 
Since the samples are safely contained in the glove box, it is possible to change some of 
the sample conditions during the experiment. With the closed cycle He cryostat the sample 
temperature can be varied between 10 K and 295 K. It is also possible to modify the 
chemical conditions of liquid samples just before or during the XAFS measurements by 
adding non-radioactive substances like acids, bases or complexing agents. 
The glovebox is mounted on a support frame which allows to move the glovebox in the 
horizontal direction out of the beam leaving the position of the optical bench and of the 
detectors unchanged. So, non-radioactive samples can be easily measured outside the 
glovebox by mounting them on the optical bench between the first and second ionisation 
chambers. For energy calibration purpose a non-radioactive reference sample can be 
placed between the second and third gas ionisation chamber. The reference sample is 
inside a fluorescence X-ray ion chamber detector (Lytle detector) to have the possibility to 
record the XAFS also in fluorescence mode. 
When measurements take place downstream in the MRH, the box and the optical bench 
are moved out of the beam horizontally and vertically, respectively, and the beam path in 
the RCH is closed by a vacuum pipe to reduce the loss of beam intensity. 
In order to guarantee a safe operation of the experiments with radioactive samples a 
number of safety installations was made to monitor the actual status. Basically a multi- 
barrier concept is realised here as usual for radiochemical work [5]. No preparation of 
radioactive samples is possible at the ESRF. Ready for measurement samples will be 
transported to the experimental end-station in certified transport containers. 
To check the energy calibration of the Si(l l1) double crystal monochromator, the X-ray 
absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectra of severaf meta1 foils in the energy range 
of 5 - 30 keV were measured in transmission mode. The absorption edges values found for 
Ti, Cr, Co, Zn, Zr, Nb, and Sb foils were compared with the values given by 163. The data 
evaluation showed that the standard deviation of the Bragg angle was less than 0.002O in 
the entire energy range indicating an excellent linearity of the monochromator mechanics. 
Figure 5 displays single sweeps of K-edge XANES spectra of three representative 
elements. The features of the Ti and Zr K-edges are well resolved, as expected from the 
high resolution of the beamline, that is lower than the material core-hole Sifetime. 
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Fig. 5: K-edge XANES spectra of metallic Ti, Zr, and Sb. The energy scale was calibrated using the 
edge energies given in [6]. The natural line widths of the Ti, Zr, and Sb K shells are 0.94, 3.84, and 
9.16 eV, respectively 171. 
Materials research end-station 
The materials research end-station is mainly devoted to structural studies of colids and 
melts by diffraction and reflectometry. The field of interest for the in-house research are 
crystalline phases and stmctural changes in thin near-surface regions of solids. Mainly 
samples produced or modified by ion beam techniques will be investigated. But, the 
diffractometer is versatile enough to allow for a wider range of applications than thin film 
studies. First single crystal diffraction studies have been performed [8]. A speciai design 
was made for the diffraction on melts with free swrfaces. 
The goniometer (Fig. 6) in the MRH is a six-circle built from standard components. The 
arrangement of two parallel circles each with horizontal and vertical axes, respectively, 
allows experiments in both scattering planes. The sample position can be equipped with an 
X-y-z-slide or, altematively, with special sample environment chambers which are mounted 
directly on the +-circle. The layout is rnade for a load up to 15 kg at the sample position and 
the X-circle has an inner diameter of 400 mm so that even huge and heavy chambers (e.g. 
a high temperature chamber) can be used without dificulties. All axes are equipped with 
stepper motors and gear boxes which allow a minimum angular step of 0.0001". The z- 
translation of the X-y-z-slide has a step width of 1 Fm while the two other translations have 
10 um. Additionally, sample holders for single crystal samples and capillary sample 
containers are available. A high temperature chamber up to 1600°C is available. 
The goniometer is fully cornputer controlled by a workstation and the programs are based 
on the SPEC@ code [4]. 
Different detection systems can be mounted at the detector arm. As standard, a high load, 
high lineanty scintillation detector is used. In front of the detector, interchangeable fixed 
single or soller slits can be mounted. Other detection systems are a two-dimensional CCD- 
camera or an energy-dispersive pin-photodiode. Optionally, a secondary monochromator 
unit (crystal analyser) may be mounted in front of the detector. 
The resolution of a diffraction experiment depends not only on the energy resolution of the 
monochromator but also on the beam divergence. The experimentally achievable resolution 
was measured using silicon single crystals and powders. At present, radiation with the 
natural horizontal divergence of the synchrotron radiation beam from the source is used 
since the sagittal focussing option at the monochromator is not yet installed. The vertical 
divergence is reduced by the first coltimating mirror. 
Using the Si(l11) monochromator and the Si mirrors, at 12 keV and a vertically parallel 
beam, the FWHM of a Si(004) single crystal reflection was measured to be A 9  = 0.003" (10 
arcsee). This corresponds approximately to a resolution Adid = 1 .3x104. Vertical focussing 
Fig. 6: Scheme of the goniometer (a) in the materials research end-station and of the deflector unit 
(b) for the study of melts with free surfaces. The small goniometer head with the deflecting multilayer 
mirror (b) can be positioned at different distances to the sample by a translation slide (C). 
with the second mirror raises the FWHM up to 0.0051" but increases the incident radiation 
intensity significantly. It follows from these results, that ROBL's optics allows optimising the 
intensity by vertical focussing without significant loss in resolution for polycrystal diffraction 
experiments. 
For powder diffraction, the instrumental contribution to the intrinsic FWHM of Bragg peak 
was estimated. The angular resolution in the case of Si(1 I I )  sample is entirely detenined 
by the convolution of the incident and receiving slit apertures. The profil fitting of the 
measured Si(l1 I )  peak from a powder sample with a pseudo Voigt function (Fp=" = q*FL 
+(I-$*FG) gives a FWMH of 0.0528" which agrees with the value of 925 prad = 0.0530" 
estimated from the apertures. The very small q-parameter (q=0.0485) indicates that the 
instrumentally determined Gaussian part dominates over the sample broading effects 
expressed by the Lorentzian term. 
To get the full possible resolution for powder diffraction (0.Q1°-0.030) it is possible to use a 
narrower receiving slit or a perfect crystal analyzer. 
Typical Si-powder resolution curves Adld for different energies are given in Fig. 7. These 
data show that the materials research end-station is also suitable for high resolution X-ray 
powder diffraction and for the study of line broadening effects [9]. 
The study of melts (or more general liquids) with free surfaces by diffraction requires an 
incident beam inclined to the horizontal, to hit the horizontal surface of the melt. The 
additional demand to tune the energy in order to make use of anomalous scattering led to 
the installation of a deflection unit (b) as displayed in Fig. 6. A suitable rnultilayer mirror of 
40x100 mm2 is mounted on a circle with a horizontal rotation axis perpendicular to the 
incident beam and deflects the beam downwards. The reflecting effitiency of the deflecting 
rnultilayer rnirror is 50% at 8 keV. In order to make the deflected beam to hit the sample the 
goniometer has a motorised height adjustment. The sample position can be set 250 mrn 
below the pnmary beam from the monochromator. When changing the energy of the 
incident beam, the deflection angle of the mirror and the height of the sample have to be 
changed. To avoid height adjustment of the huge diffractometer where the sample is 
mounted, the multilayer-mirror deflection unit is mounted on an additional translation stage 
(C). So leaving fixed the sample height the adjustment is performed by translation and 
rotation of the deflecting mirror alone, for an energy range of 5 keV when working at 10 keV 
and of I 1 keV when working at 25 keV. 
single crystal 
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Fig. 7: Experimental resolution Adld obtained on 
silicon powder inside a glass capillary (diameter 
0.4 mrn; wall thickness 0.01 mm). For comparison 
the value from a single crystal sample is 
indicated. The Si(1 I I) monochromator crystals 
are used. 
Conclusion 
The ROBL beamline with both end-stations became fully operational in fall 1998. First 
experiments show a reliable performance of the entire beamline and its components. This 
CRG beamline adds new experimental possibilities to the ESRF. 
The advantages of the ROBL radiochemistry station when compared to the other 
synchrotron radiation beamlines are manyfold: (i) the maximum allowed amount of 
radioactive material is 5 mCi which is higher than at most other synchrotron light sources, 
(ii) it is the only dedicated end-station for XAFS experiments of actinides in Europe. In 
addition, as to our knowledge, ROBL is the only XAFS station in the world where it is 
possible to manipulate the chemical and physical properties of the sample in a glove box on 
site and during the experiment at a third-generation high-energy synchrotron radiation 
source. Dedicated beamlines for the study of radioactive materials have become 
operational in Japan at the Photon Factory (PF) and Spring-8, but working in lower energy 
region [10,1 I]. At SSRL (USA) the maximum allowed quantity of 2 3 7 ~ p  in the experimental 
X-ray hutch at one time must be less than 50 pCi. The total amount of Np material that can 
be shipped to and be at SSRL must be less than 500 mg (325.5 pCi) [12]. 
The materials research hutch (ROBL-MRH) offers horizontal and vertical scattering planes 
as well as off-plane diffraction possibilities. The dedicated ESRF powder diffraction 
beamPne (BM?6) or the pawder diffraction Set-up of Swiss-Norwegian-Beamline (BMI) are 
equipped with goniometers which are restricted to one scattering plane [ I  3-1 51. For powder 
or polycrystalline samples we provide the same diffraction resofution and nearly the Same 
wavelength range as the mentioned beamlines. Conceming the study of iiquids with free 
surfaces the ROBL-MRH setup is complementary to the BM32 one, but the latter uses a 
silicon crystal in Laue geometry as beam deflector 1161. The arrangement at ROBL-MRH 
reduces the necessary movements of the goniometer and makes the arrangement of 
samples in chambers ~ 4 t h  srnalf radiation windows easier. 
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Silicon implanted with carbon ions: SiC crystallite formation 
and strain in Si 
F. Eichhorn, N. Schell, W. Matz, R. Kögler 
Forschungszentrum RossendorF, Institute of Ion Beam Physics and Materials Research 
Carbon is a common impurity in CZ-silicon crystals. C in Si can deteriorate important 
device characteristics as leakage current and minority camer lifetime, if the C concentration 
exceeds a threshold of about 1x10'~ c/cm3 [I]. On the other hand an additional C ion 
implantation into Si reduces the transient enhanced diffusion of B dopants [2] and can improve 
device characteristics because of the suppression of the formation of extended defects after 
implantation [3]. Moreover, high energy C implantation is applied for the formation of gettering 
layers with high trapping efficiency against unwanted meta1 impurities [4]. Furthemore, SiC is 
well known as a wide-band gap semiconductor with high thermal and chemical stability for 
realiing integrated circuits for high frequency, high power and high temperature applications [5]. 
C implantation with stoichiometric doses at elevated temperatures (400 - 900°C) [6] or an 
implantation followed by annealing [5], 17] is used to synthesize buried SiC layers in Si. 
The aim of this paper is to investigate the process of the formation of SiC precipitates in 
the Si matrix during C implantation. It is known from previous investigations that SiC formation 
is not a single step process [8], [9], [IO]. Depending on the conditions of mixing C into Si the 
carbon is localized in different atomic sufroundings. By implantation of C into S.i the 
damaged and implanted region is in a non-equilibrium state and most of the C atoms 
occupy interstitial positions. In thermodynamic equilibrium the solubility for C in Si is only 
10" to 10"' at.% at 1200 to 1400°C [ I  I ]  and the excess C is dissolved substitutionally or the 
new phase SiC is formed. The volume concentration of C and with it the strain of the Si 
substrate lattice varies in depth; resulting in different local conditions for nucleation and 
growth of Si-C complexes and SiC particles. The present study is focused on the strain in 
the crystalline material (Si substrate and SiC particles) due to implantation and on the first 
stages of forrning the SiC phase in the Si lattice by using X-ray diffraction with synchrotron 
radiation. The new material research goniometer of the ROBL beamline at the ESRF 1121 
enables to follow the eariy stage of phase formation. 
The samples were prepared by implantation of C ions with an energy of 195 keV into 
Si (001) wafers under perpendicular incidence, at doses varying from 5x10'~ ions/cm2 to 
4x10'~ ions/cm2 and temperatures between room temperature and 800°C. A survey of the 
samples is given in Table 1. 
Tab. 1: Sample characterization: Concentration of C, implantation temperature and ion fluence 
Maximum C Percentage of Implantation Ion fluence 
concentration stoichiometric temperature 
(I 02' atoms/cm3) concentration for SiC ("C) (1 016 ions/cm2) 
0.27 0.6 room temp. 0.5 
0.27 0.6 500 0.5 
0.27 0.6 800 0.5 
2.7 6 500 5 
22 45 500 40 
22 45 800 40 A 
X-ray diffraction using synchrotron radiation was canied out on the ROBL beamline 
at fhe ESRF Grenoble [IZ]. In ROBL the X-ray beam is conditioned by adaptively bent Si 
minors and a Sif l  I I )  - Si(? I I) double crystal monochromator. The choosen wavelength 
was h = 0.10008 nm. 
During the implantation process in the near-surface layer the ions generate only 
weak distortions (damage profile). Later the ions are stopped in a deeper region (ion 
distribution profile), resulting in a higher content of impurity atoms (implants) with their 
deformation field. The damage and ion distribution profiles calculated with TRlM and a 
schematic representation of the regions are shown in Fig. 1. In dependence on the process 
temperature, the local implant concentration and the strain values determine the formation 
of a solid solution of C in Si, a substitutional alloy, or crystallites of SiC. 
U 
Depth (W) 
weakly disturbed highly distorted I I 
surface layer / / irnplanted layer ljperfect buk Si 
( 4  t I! (b) l i  ( 4  
Fig. 1 : Depth distribution of darnage energy and C atorns after irnplantation of 4x1 oi7 cm'* C ions with 
an energy of 195 keV into Si(100) as calculated by the TRlM code (version 96.01). The regions of 
different strain for the sirnulation model are indicated. 
The formation of SiC crystallites is indicated by the reflections (1 I I ) ,  (200), (220), 
and (311) of the 3C-SC phase. Other SiC polytypes were not detected in the X-ray 
diffraction diagram. The reflections (1 1 I), (220), (31 I), and (400) of the Si substrate were 
used to characterize the damage and strain of the Si lattice in dependence on the implanted 
ion dose and the thermal treatment. Both, the damage and the ion distribution profile 
influence the X-ray diffraction peaks from silicon due to the strain induced by them in the 
formerly perfect Si lattice. 
Fig. 2 shows the diffraction patterns in the vicinity of the most intense 3C-SiC(I1 I )  
reflection which is representative to detect the SiC formation. No signal caused by S C  
crystallites smaller than 3 nm was detected after implantation with the lowest dose of 5x10'~ 
ions/cm2. With increasing implantation dose (5x10'~ ions/cm2 to 4x10" ions/cm2) and 
temperature (500 "C to 800 "C) carbon related diffraction intensities occur starting with a 
broad distribution at the low-angle side and growing up to a crystalline peak at the expected 
line position. 
The high resolution diffraction curves of the Si(400) reflection are given in Fig. 3. 
They reveal a lattice strain component perpendicular to the sample surface. The occurence 
of fringes beside the interference maximum is characteristic for a layered structure. The 
diffraction line is a superpositon of intensity modulations caused by the weakly distorted 
surface iayer as weil as by the implanted iayer. The later vaiies h density and strain as 
graded transitions from the surface layer to the matrix. To get quantitative results for strain 
and layer thickness the measured intensity versus scattering angle is simulated by the 
HRXRD-code 1331 with a model on the base of the damage and ion distribution profiles. The 
near-surface region (a) of the Si wafer is only weakly distorted by the ion damage. In the 
deeper region @) near the maximum of the damage and the irnplant concentration the Si 
lattice is destroyed in a higher degree resulting in an X-ray peak shift. In the depth the bulk 
material (C) diffracts X-rays as a perfect crystal. The superpositon of the waves diffracted by 
the bulk material (C) and by the weakly distorted near-surface region (a) causes X-ray 
interference fringes, so far as the phase shift is only small. If these fringes are visible the 
lattice strain in the near-surface region can be assumed to be zero for modelling. 
o Si-C stage 1 
Z 0.01 1 
- - - - 
0.00 1 I I I I 1 
20 22 24 2 6 
28 (degree) 
Fig. 2: Diffraction curves (0:20 scans) in the vicinity of the most intense 3C-SiC(111) reflection 
indicating the fomation of Si-C prestages and crystalline SiC particles. 
CUW~S correspond to different implantation conditions: 
i 5x10'~ ions/crn2 at room temperature, 5x1 0j5 ions/cm2 at 500°C 
5x1 015 ions/cm2 at 800°C, ' 5x1 0j6 ions/cm2 at 500°C, 
+ 4x1 o ' ~  ions/crn2 at 500°C, + 4x10'~ ions/cm2 at 800°C. 
The line marks the position of the SiC(111) diffraction line according to the JCPDS-PDF data. For 
clearness the curves are shifted vertically in two groups. 
reduced Si 
increased Si lattice spadn-1- lattice spacing 
Si-C agglomerates 
28 (degree) 
Fig. 3: Diffraction curves (&28 scans) of the Si(400) reflection revealing the lattice strain component 
perpendicular to the sample surface. Charactenstic features and their cause are rnarked (Symbols as 
in Fig. 2). For clearness the curves are shifted vertically by multiplying neighbounng curves by 10. 
At the fowest fluence of 5x10'~ C ions/cm2 the silicon lattice is expanded due to 
impiantation. Above the non-implanted substrate region a strained layer with a thickness in 
the range of 100 ... 200 nm and a strain on the order of IXIO-~ due to the interstitials of C 
andlor Si exists as it is indicated by the extended intensity left from the substrate peak 
(marked by the vertical line in Fig. 3). This strained layer is located below a non-strained Si 
layer with a thickness of 500 nm which causes the thickness fringes. This layer thickness 
increases up to 560 nm with increasing implantation temperature. Again all the samples 
implanted with 5x10'~ ions/cm2 show very similar curves. At the high-angle tail of the Si(400) 
reflection a small peak is detected which indicates the existence of a Si lattice region with 
reduced spacing ((Ad/d)~~ = -0.001). At the higher implantation dose of 5x10'" C ions/cm2 
the fringe distance increases which means that the thickness of the undisturbed layer is 
reduced to 120 nm. Its transition to the implant layer is more smooth. At the doses 5x10'~ 
ions/cm2 and 4x10'~ ions/cm2 some additional peaks appear in the vicinity of the main peak. 
I I I 1 1 I I 1 I J L I t I t 1 I t tl 
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Fig. 4: Reciprocal space maps near the SiC(002) reflection for Si wafers implanted with 4x1 017 cmm2 
C' with an energy of 195 keV at 500 "C (on the left) or 800 "C (on the right), respectively. The 
isointensity lines are choosen in a logarithmic scale, the bulk ones corresponds to 512 counts and 
2048 counts per 3 sec. 
In addition, the orientation relation between the lattice of the SiC particles and the Si matrix 
is detennined by the measurement of reciprocal space maps (RSM) of symmetric SiC(002) 
- Si(004) and asymmetric SiC(113) - Si (113) reflection pairs. The alignment of the cubic 
axes of the SiC crystallites to the Si matrix is confirmed. Fig. 4 shows the RSM near the 
SiC(002). The centre of the Si(004) reflection lies at ql,=O and q1=46.3 nm-'. For 
implantation at the lower temperature of 500 "C the cubic axes of the SiC crystallites are 
orientated with a neariy isotropic spread (FWHM N 4.5") parallel to Si [OOIj direction. 
More of SiC grows during carbon implantation at 800°C and a more complex distribution is 
found (right hand side of Fig. 4): The majority of crystallites is highly aligned with a spread 
of 2.5" isotropically distributed around [OOI] as shown by the symmetric top of the SiC peak, 
whereas the minority is anisotropically distributed around this axis with preferences into the 
< I  I I > directions (streaks at the bottom of the SiC peak). 
The experimental observations can be explained with the following processes: 
I. The observed Si lattice expansion at the fluence of 5x10'~ C ions/cm2 is caused 
rnainly by carbon interstitials and Si self-interstitials. No S C  precipitates, which X-rays 
detect as crystalline, were found (see Fig. 2, 3). 
2. The Si lattice region with reduced spacing ((Ad/d)si = -0.001) may be caused by 
substitutional C with an average concentration of 1 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  atoms/cm3 according to Vegard's 
rule. The corresponding peak is detected up to the dose of 5x10'" C ions/cm2 at 500°C. 
3. Very small SiC particles (pre-stages 1 and 2) with enhanced lattice spacings 
((Ad/d)sic = 0.07 and (Adld)sic = 0.02 in comparison to the value of 3C-SiC) are found at 
5x10'~ and 4x10'~ C ions/cm2 and 500°C. They give the increased X-ray intensity detected 
at the low angle tail of the SiC(1 I I )  diffraction line (Fig. 2). By IR absorption studies [9] Si-C 
pre-stages are identified. The wavenumber of the stretching mode of Si-C bonds starts to 
increase before the final SiC crystallization, this is correlated with an increased atomic 
distance found here. 
These particles cause also a small strain of (Ad/d)si = -0.0004 in the Si lattice. This is 
concluded from the additional intensity which arises near the central substrate peak of 
Si(400) at its high-angle slope (Fig. 3) in the Same samples. 
4. Finally, crystalline 3C-SiC particles are found for a fluence of 4x1 017 C ions/cm2 at 
800°C. They are aligned to the Si host lattice in such a way that the cubic crystallographic 
axes of matrix and particles coincide within an accuracy of 2.5" as it was revealed by RSM 
studies. The 3C-SiC crystallites are surrounded by an expanded Si lattice (the peak position 
in Fig. 3 gives (Ad/d)si = 0.0002). The latter may be the consequence of the thermal stress 
by cooling down the sample from the process to room temperature due to the different 
coefficients of thermal expansion for Si ( 3 . 5 9 ~ 1 0 ~  /K) and SiC (4.2 to 4 . 6 8 ~ 1 0 ~  /K), 
respectively [14]. The SiC lattice itself is strained only negligible (see Fig. 3) if the phase 
formation occurs during the high-temperature implantation process. This is in contrast to 
strained SiC particles ((Ad/d)sic = 0.01) which have been reported [I51 to form after thermal 
treatment following room temperature implantation. 
Further complex X-ray studies including reciprocal space mapping and t&ure 
analysis will enlighten the mechanisms of the formation of SiC precipitates and their state in 
the Si host lattice. 
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Fold of a buried relief in epitaxially grown Nb layers 
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* Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, PF 5101 19, D - 01314 Dresden 
Some metals, like niobium, can dissoive large amounts of hydrogen up to concentrations of 
one H atom per Nb atom. The hydrogen atoms are located in the niobium host lattice on 
tetrahedral interstitial sites and expand the lattice. The resulting long-range displacement 
field in the metallic host lattice causes an indirect elastic interaction between the hydrogen 
atoms. In a non-ideal finite crystal, surface effects play an important role. In thin layers, like 
the studied system of niobium on sapphire, the elastic displacements are not only influenced 
by the air film interface but also by the strain between film and substrate. 
It is well known that for low hydrogen concentrations, thin epitaxially grown niobium films only 
expand perpendicular to the film plane (out-of-plane direction) [I]. During measurements in 
1996 at HASYLAB we found by companng different in-plane Bragg reflections in grazing 
incidence diffraction geometry (GID) that at higher concentrations the niobium lattice also 
expands laterally. 
To measure various in-plane reflections - additionally, out-of-plane conventional Bragg 
diffraction and specular reflectivity data were taken - the sample had to be removed from its 
loading chamber and to be reinserted with a different orientation. That meant to unload the 
sample and thereby to change the system's morphology, rendering the subsequent data 
ambiguous. Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to keep the sample in a constant 
environment and to allow all three measuring modes (Bragg, GID, reflectivity) at the Same 
time. To achieve those demanding conditions, a UHV chamber specially adapted for the 
ROBL six-circle-diffractometer was canstructed (fig. 1). It allows in situ hydrogen ioading 
without restricting the necessary diffractometer's degrees of freedom. 
CF - connection to 
beryllium hemisphere 
sarnple honzon 
- - - - - - - - - I  
Cu - sample holder 
cemmic znsulator 
T i:. ------- 
Fig. I: In situ UHU hydrogen loading chamber .IGELu for the ROBL diffractometer. 
The aim of the experiments at ROBL was to obsenre the cmss-over fmm one dimensional fo 
fhme dimensional laftice expansion by measunng the lattice parameters under in situ 
condiüons and to determine the degree of anisofmpy of fhe laftice expansisn in dependance 
of the hydrogen content unambiguously. 
Sample System and Experimental Method 
Two samples of different Nb film thickness (220 b, and 790 A) were examined. Both were 
epitaxially grown on [I 1201 oriented sapphire substrates (A1203) with sutface areas of 10x1 0 
mm2. The niobium layers were [I 101 oriented. Palladium cap layers of appr. 100 b, and 200 
A, resp., were protecting the niobium films against oxidation and facilitating hydrogen uptake 
by catalytic dissociation of the HZ-molecules. The samples were grown by MBE (molecular 
beam epitaxy) at the Lehrstuhl H. Zabel at the Ruhruniversität Bochum. 
The niobiurn films were loaded with hydrogen under in situ conditions at temperatures 
between 200 "C and 300 "C and at hydrogen pressures ranging from 0.1 mbar to 50 mbar. A 
delicate manipulation with leak and throttle valves, separating the stainless steei chamber 
(diameter appr. 60 mm and height 40 mm, capped with a 0.5 mm thick Be hemisphere) from 
the high pressure hydrogen storage container, allowed the precise control of the various 
experimental pressure conditions (shown below) and at the Same time fulfilled stringent 
safety requirements. 
The lattice parameter in the [ I  101 growth direction is measured by conventional out-of-plane 
Bragg diffraction. The Laue fnnges in (110) radial scans (due to the limited number of atornic 
planes in the thin films) provide information about the crystalline quality of the film 
perpendicular to the surface (fig. 2). Total specular reflectivity measurements (0120-scans 
under srnall vertical angles) reveal the thicknesses of the palladium and the niobium layers 
under different hydrogen loading as well as the surface and interface roughnesses (fig. 3). 
riobium h 
f? 50.0 mbar 
. . 
paiia&rn 3 
Fig. 2: Radial (I 10) Bragg scans for 790 A Nb. 
The H induced shift - hydrogen does not 
dissolve into the sapphire substrate, its Bragg 
refiex ihus serves as an angle reference - 
corresponds to a relative vertical lattice 
expansion of 4 %. In the loaded sample the 
Laue fringes are no longer recognizable, 
revealing a dirninished crystal quality. 
-- 50.0 mbar 
Fig. 3: Specular reflectivity for 790 A Nb. 
The frequency shifts in the Kiessig 
oscillations (the high frequency is due to 
the Nb layer, the low frequency due to the 
Pd layer) show the changes in vertical 
overall thickness. The dirninished 
amplitudes of the Kiessig oscillations reveal 
increased roughness. 
Additional information about the changes in crystalline quality of the niobium films as well as 
the palladium cap Iayers under different hydrogen pressures can be monitored by comparing 
the changes in amplitudes of the Laue fringes in the Bragg scans and the Kiessig oscillations 
in the specular refiectivity curves (compare again figs. 2 and 3). The lateral in-plane lattice 
Parameters and their hydrogen induced changes in the directions [110], [I121 and [W21 are 
accessible by diffraction under grazing incidence and exit angles (fig. 4). 
(1 j.0) reflexes 
4000 
B 
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Fig. 4: Radial scans for two Bragg reflexes in GID geometry 
for 790 A Nb. The lattice expansions in the two orthogonal 
directions [I101 and [002] are 2.4 % and 2.8 %, respectively. 
Anisotropic Lattice Expansion 
Fig. 5 shows the relative lattice expansions in the aforementioned three orthogonal directions 
for the sample with 790 A Nb thickness proving the necessity to measure under identical in 
situ conditions. (All three Bragg reflections were measured under the Same experimental 
conditions before choosing a new equilibrium pressure and temperature.) 
loading pressures (rnbar) 
Fig. 5: Relative lattice expansions in three orthogonal directions for 
the sample with 790 A Nb layer thickness (compare text). 
The relative volume change AVN can be calculated by the lattice expansion by 
One can recognize in fig. 5 that after the first unloading' the Nb lattice remains contracted in 
its out-of-plane, i.e. growth, direction, whereas it is still expanded in the lateral [IN] direction. 
By conservation of volume the unit cell reacts elastically: a lateral residual strain in [I101 
direction leads to a Poisson contraction in the perpendicular out-of-plane direction [ I IO] .  
After the third loading cycle the Nb unit cell remains expanded in all three orthogonal 
directions due to residual hydrogen. (At 200 "C a certain amount of hydrogen remains in the 
sample even under evacuating; it cannot be removed totally in reasonable times.) 
While X-ray diffraction shows that at a certain hydrogen concentration the niobium unit cells 
expand laterally, light-microscope measurements show that the Nb layer as a whole is not 
laterally expanding. Thus, the volume changes of the film as a whole can also be calculated 
by the one dimensional film thickness expansion At determined by specular X-ray reflectivity 
A V N  = Atit 
Fig. 6 demonstrates the equivalence of both calculations. 
loading pressures (mbar) 
Fig. 6: Equivalence of the relative volume change calculated 
by the three dimensional unit cell expansion AVN and the one 
dimensional film thickness increase Aüt for 790 A Nb. 
Model explanation 
The lateral unit cell expansion finally Ieads to a gliding of parts of the niobium lattice in the 
direction of the surface. Thus, a disproportionally larger change of the film thickness results. 
Specular reflectivity shows that the roughness of the protecting palladium surface increases. 
An anaiysis of the Pd Bragg reflections proves that no hydrogen is incorporated into the 
Palladium. However, the W H M  widths of the Pd reflections increase by more #an a factor 
Of ten. Additionally, one finds an irreversible increase of the Pd layer thickness of up to 5 A. 
These observations can be expfained by a „,fofd of a reiief" at the niobium surface in 
Connection with the abovementioned glide process. The ,,fold-process" with its lattice 
imperfections, Iike grain boundaries and misfit disfocations, is responsible for the observed 
changes of the niobium layers and consequently teads to a passive destruction of the 
1 The Nb layer is unloaded by evacuating the exlernal hydrogen atmosphere. At the expenmental 
tf3nperatures af 250 *G - 300 'C the hydrogen then compIetely diffuses out of the sample. 
palladium layers. The details of this unexpected gliding process are under further 
investigation by our group. 
We would like to mention again that the combination of a high brilliance source of an ESRF 
bending magnet together with a high-load versatile six-circle-diffractometer - realized at 
ROBL - in connection with the specially adopted in situ loading chamber were mandatory for 
this kind of experiment, i.e. the simulfaneous measurement of Bragg reflections in three 
orthogonal directions and specular reflectivity under identical expenmenfal condifions for the 
low scattering system niobium on sapphire. 
[ I ]  Miceli, P.F., Zabel, H., Dura, J.A., and Flynn, C.P. (1991). Anomalous laffice expansion of 
mefal-hydrogen fhin films. Journal of Materials Research, 6, (5), 964-968. 
Determination of radionuclide speciation in aqueous solutions 
by EXAFS spectroscopy 
T. Reich, L. Baraniak, G. Bemhard, H. Funke, G. Geipel, C. Hennig, A. Roßberg 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf e.V., Institute of Radiochemistry, Dresden, Gemany 
Introduction 
A significant part of environmental research on radionuclides is devoted to the 
detemination of fundamental parameters that allow to understand and to predict the 
migration behavior of radionuclides in the bio- and geosphere. Almost every radionuclide 
interaction in the environment involves aqueous systems, e.g., complex formation with 
dissolved organic substances, colloid formation, sorption onto mineral surfaces, interaction 
with microorganisms, dissolution and precipitation, and redox reactions [I]. 
Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy is a powerful tool for the 
detemination of molecular-level inforrnation on the speciation of radionuclides in aqueous 
solutions. The speciation not only describes the type of the radionuclide and its 
concentration but also its oxidation state and coordination sphere. The structural 
parameters of the radionuclide surrounding, i.e., bond distances, coordination numbers, and 
type of neighboring atoms, can be determined by EXAFS spectroscopy. The X-ray 
absorption near-edge structure (XANES) contains information on the electronic structure 
and the molecular symmetry of the radionuclide. 
Although EXAFS and XANES spectroscopies have demonstrated their potentials in 
many areas of research since the mid seventies, they were rarely used in radionuclide 
studies until the mid nineties. Only then it became possible at a few synchrotron light 
sources in the world to implement protocols and procedures allowing to handle 
radionuclides safely at large multi-user facilities. However, these protocols impose 
restrictions on the activity and type of radionuclides that can be studied and do not, usually, 
allow for any sample manipulation. 
The Rossendorf Beamline (ROBL) is unique in that sense that it operates the first 
experimental station dedicated to X-ray absorption spectroscopy on radionuclides at a 
synchrotron light source in Europe. At ROBL it is possible to study solid and liquid 
radionuclide samples of the following actinides Th-nat, Pa-231, U-nat, Np-237, Pu-239, 
Pu-242, Am-241, Am-243 as well as Ra-226, Po-208, and Tc-99 121. The maximal total 
activity authorized to be at ROBL at any given time is 185 MBq (5 mCi). In addition to all the 
advantages offered by a third-generation synchrotron light source as the ESRF, the 
uniqueness of ROBL is also due to the possibility of sample manipulation in a specially 
designed glove box before or during the measurement. 
The first X-ray absorption spectra of uranium sample were collected at ROBL in August 
1998 followed by the first X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) measurements on 
neptunium and technetium samples in November 1998. Since the beamline was still in 
commissioning at that time, some of the expenments were designed to test ROBL's 
technical capabilities for XAFS measurements. Due to the importance of radionuclide 
speciation in aqueous systems mentioned above, this report will highlight some results 
obtained on sotutions of Np, Tc, and U using XAFS spectroscopy and illustrate the type of 
infomation that can be obtained at ROBL. 
Experimentaf 
This section descfibes briefly sample preparation, data csliection and data analysis. 
More details are given in the corresponding Experimental Reports at the end of this report. 
For EXAFS measurements on liquid samples, 4 ml of the solution was filled in a 
polyethylene cuvette, which was sealed and put in a polyethylene bag. Multiple scans of the 
EXAFS were collected at room temperature using the Si(1 I I )  double-crystal monchromator 
[2, this report, p.51. The energy scale was calibrated using the first inflection point of the 
absorption spectra of various metal foils. The data were analyzed according to standard 
procedures [3] using the software EXAFSPAK [4]. Theoretical scattering phases and 
amplitudes were calculated using the scattering code FEFF6 [5]. 
Neptunium sarnples 
A series of aqueous solutions containing 50 mM Np in three different oxidation states 
was prepared by dissolving solid NpOZ(NO3) in 0.1 M HN03. The isotope used was Np-237. 
Solution Np1 consisted of 50 mM Np(lV) in 0.1 M HN03 and 2 M H2So4. The sulfuric acid 
was added to stabilize the Np(lV) oxidation state in the solution. The composition of 
solutions Np2 and Np3 was 50 mM Npw) and Np(VI), respectively, in 0.1 M HNOJ. The 
different oxidation states of Np were obtained by electrochemical oxidation/reduction in a 
conventional H-formed electrolysis cell with a diaphragm between anode and cathode. 
Technetium samples 
Technetium Tc-99m is an important imaging agent in tumor diagnostic. EXAFS stnictural 
analysis of novel Tc complexes, which are synthesized by the Institute of Bioinorganic and 
Radiopharmaceutical Chemistry of the FZR, is the topic of intensive collaboration wi- the 
Institute of Radiochemistry 16, 71. For Tc complexes, which do not form single crystals or do 
only exist in solutions, EXAFS spectroscopy is the only method that allows to obtain 
structural parameters of the near-neighbor sunounding of Tc. In order to evaluate the 
possibilities of ROBL's radiochemistry station for future EXAFS studies on Tc samples, two 
solutions were prepared for a first experiment with Tc-99 at ROBL. The amount of Tc in the 
concentrated sample with 127 mM NaTc04(aq) yielded an edge jump of -1 across the Tc 
K-edge at 21 keV. The second sample was 100 times more dilute, i.e., the Tc concentration 
was 1.3 rnM. This sarnple was measured in fluorescence mode using a quad pixel Ge 
fluorescence detector [8]. 
Uranium samples 
Protocatechuic acid (PCA, 3,4-dihydroxy-benzoic acid) f o n s  strong complexes with 
U(VI) and is an importani wood degradation product present in waters of fiooded uranium 
mines. The species disttibution for 1 mM U(VI) and 50 mM PCA at 1 = 0.1 M was calculated 
under exclusion of COz using the complexation constants determined by potentiomettic pH 
titration [9] (see Fig. I) .  The pH titration curves were evaaluated assuming several l:l, 1:2 
and 1:3 uranyl compiexes 
with PCA as indicated in fig. 
PH 
Fig. I :  Calculated species distnbution of uranium as a functior 
of ptf in 50 rnM PCA and 1 = 0.1 M. 
I. To validate these 
assumptions and ta 
determine the roie of Zhe 
carboxylic COOH group and 
of the two phenolic OH 
groups of PCA in the 
complexation, seven 
solutions containing I mM 
UOZ(CIQ& and 50 mM PCA 
at different pW $anging from 
4.30 to 6.75 were prepared 
under inert atmasphere for 
EWFS measurements. 
Results and Discussion 
Np(IV), Np(V), and N p W  solutions 
Figure 2 shows the normalized Np L(III)-edge XANES spectra of 50 mM Np solutions of 
the different Np oxidation states IV, V, and VI. In contrast to Np(lV), Np in its oxidation 
states V and VI is known to form trans dioxo cations. This is the reason why the Np L(III)- 
edge XANES spectra of Np(V) and Np(VI) have a similar shape, which significantly differs 
from that of Np(lV). As can be Seen from Fig. 2, the increase in the formal oxidation state 
from V to V1 leads to a small shift of the absorption edge by 2.5 eV toward higher energy. 
The observed spectral features allow to distinguish between these three different Np 
Enew W) 
=ig. 2: Normaiized Np L(III)-edge XANES spectra of 50 mM Np 
;olutions. 
oxidation states by Np L(III)- 
edge XANES spectroscopy. 
In addition to the XANES 
spectra, information on the 
molecular structure is also 
contained in the EXAFS 
where it can be extracted in a 
quantitative way as several 
structural parameters. The 
raw EXAFS data and the best 
theoretical fit for solutions 
Npl-Np3 are shown in iig. 3. 
The obtained structural 
parameters are given in Tab. 
1. In solution Np1 Np(lV) is 
surrounded by I 1  oxygen 
atoms at a distance of 2.39 A. 
In the second coordination 
sphere we observed two 
sulfur atoms with a Np-S 
distance of 3.07 A. This 
distance corresponds to a 
bidentate coordination of the 
~ 0 ~ ~ -  ion to the Np. Using the 
measured Np-0 distance of 
2.39 A and the structural 
Parameters of the ~ 0 4 ~ '  unit 
(S-0 = 1.51 A, angle 0-S-0 = 
109' [IO]), the calculated Np- 
S distance of 2.93 A is in 
good agreement with the measured value of 3.07 A. 
Both Np(V) and Np(VI) solutions Np2 and Np3 show the typical structural parameters of 
an actinyl ion. In case of Np(V), the distance to the axial oxygen atoms, 0„, is 1.82 A. In the 
equatorial plane the Np is surrounded by 4 water molecules with a Np-0, distance of 2.49 
A. The increase of the Np oxidation state from Np(V) to Np(VI) leads to a shortening of the 
axial and equatorial oxygen bonds by 0.07 A and an increase of the number of water 
molecules attached to the neptunyl from four to five. The bond distances Np-O„ and Np-O„ 
of the Np(V1) solution are 1.75 and 2.42 A, respectively. 
The observed structural parameters for the N p 0  bond distances of Np(lV) and Np(V) are 
in good agreement with the vaiues reported for 5 mM Np in chlorine solution [I ]. The 
structural parameters for Np(IV) sulfate and Np(VI) hydrate given in Tab. I are reported for 
the first time. 
U(VI) complexation with protocatechuic acid (PCA 
Figure 5 depicts the raw U L(III)-edge k3-weiJhted EXAFS spectra and corresponding 
Fourier transforrns of seven solutions with 1 mM U(VO and 50 mM PCA as a function of pH 
ranging from 4.30 to 6.75. A significant change in the shape of the W F S  with pH is 
observed in the k-range between 6 to 8 A-". The structuraf parameters detemined for the 
sample at pH 4.30 can be summarized as follows. The uranium is surrounded by two axial 
oxygen atoms, 0% at a distance of I .79 Ic 0.02 A. The equatorial coordination shell consists 
of approximately 6 oxygen atoms, 0- with an U-0, distance of 2.45 20.02 A. This Iong U- 
0, distance is Qpical for bidentate coordination of the carboxylic group to the uranyl unit 
(see Fig. 6, left) [13, 141. 
Tc Model Solutions 
The raw Tc K-edge k3-weighted EXAFS spectra of two model solutions containing 127 
mM and 1.3 mM TcOi are shown in Fig. 4. The spectrum of the 127 mM Tc solution was 
recorded in a single sweep up to k=21 Am'. During this sweep the counting time per data 
point was gradually increased from 2 to 20 sec. It follows from the best theoretical fit to the 
data (Fig. 4) that Tc is surrounded by 4 oxygen atoms (N=4.l+O.I) at a distance of 
1.72f0.01 a (02=0.0013+0.0004 A2). The EXAFS spectrum of the 100 times more dilute 
NaTc04(aq) sample is also shown in Fig. 4 and represents an average of four sweeps 
measured in fluorescence mode. The intensity of the Tc Ka fluorescence line was 1 .2x105 
counts/sec. The total count rate processed by the fluorescence detector was 6 . 4 ~ 1 0 ~  
counts/sec. Under these conditions, it was possible to analyze the Tc K-edge k3-weighted 
EXAFS spectrum of the 1.3 mM Tc solution up to k=15 A-I. The structural parameters 
obtained are the Same as for the TcOi ion in the concentrated solution, i.e., N=3.9t0.2, 
R=1.72I0.01 A, and 02=0.00161r0.0003 A2. These structural parameters agree with a 
previous Tc K-edge EXAFS measurement of a 200 mM NH4Tc04(aq) solution [12]. 
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Fig. 4: Raw k3-weighted Tc K-edge EXAFS spectra (left) and 
corresponding Fourier transforms (right) of experimental data 
(solid Iine) and theoretical fits (dots) for 127 mM (top) and 1.3 
mM (bottom) NaTc04(aq). 
These measurements on 
model solutions show the 
capability of ROBL to record 
EXAFS spectra over a large 
energy range covering at least 
two orders of magnitude in 
meta1 concentration due to the 
high degree of beam stability, 
which was achieved using an 
additional monochromator 
feed-back system. The 
possibility to record an EXAFS 
spectrum over 21 A-' as in the 
case of the 127 mM Tc 
solution, which is a record in 
itself, is of great practical importance. The ability to resolve neighboring atoms as individual 
coordination shelis, i-e., the expected smallest interatomic distance known as resolution AR, 
is given by the ratio AR=x/26k, where 6k is the k-range of the data. For the two spectra 
given in Fig. 4, the expected resolution AR is 0.09 and 0.13 A, respectively. 
, , As one can see from the 
Fig. 5: Raw U L(III)-edge k3-weighted EXAFS spectra (left) and 
corresponding Fourier transforms (right) of uranyl complexes 
with PCA as a function of DH. 
Fourier transforms given in 
Fig. 5, the U-Oeq bond 
distance decreases with 
increasing pH. For the sample 
at pH 6.75, the U-Oeq bond 
distance is 2.36 rr 0.02 a, i.e., 
almost 0.1 A shorter than at 
pH 4.30. At high pH, the PCA 
ligands coordinate to the 
uranyl group in an o- 
diphenolic bonding fashion 
and the carboxylic group is 
not involved in the complex 
formation (see Fig. 6, right). 
Fig. 6: Schematic drawing of the coordination of UO? unit to PCA via the 
carboxylic group (left) and the Wo phenolic hydroxyl groups (right). U - large 
spheres, C and 0 - medium spheres, H - mall spheres. The numbers indicate 
the U-0, bond distances in A. 
Since the synchrotron beam probes the entire volume of the sample, the EXAFS 
spectrum is an average over all uranyl species present in the solution. If one assumes that 
the solutions at pH 4.30 and 6.75 contain only one uranyl species of different structures, it is 
possible to describe the EXAFS spectra at pH between 4.45 and 6.03 as a superposition of 
the EXAFS spectra of these two species. For pH 6.75 this assumption is supported by our 
previous EXAFS measurement of a sample at pH 10 where we observed similar structural 
Parameters as at pH 6.76 [15]. The calculated contributions of the two coordination modes, 
i.e., bidentate-carboxylic and o-diphenolic, are shown in Fig. 7. At pH -4.7 both uranyl 
complexes with PCA are equal in concentration. The bidentate coordination of the 
carboxylic COOH group dominates at pH lower than 4.7. However, above pH 4.7 the uranyl 
cation is predominantly coordinated by two neighboring phenolic OH groups as illustrated in 
PH 
'ig. 7: Distribution of uranyl complexes derived from the 
fXAFS spectra given in Fig. 5. 
Fig. 6. The calculated species 
distribution given in Fig. 1 
shows also a change around 
pH 4.7. The concentration of 
the 11 complex [UO2H2LIi 
decreases and that of the 1:2 
complex [uo~HL~]~- increases. 
The agreement between the 
calculated (Fig. 1) and 
measured (Fig. 7) species 
distributions supports the 
complexation models used to 
extract the complexation 
constants from the 
potentiometric pH titration data. 
This EXAFS study of uranyl complexation demonstrates the important role EXAFS 
spectroscopy can play for the validation of structural models, which are needed as input 
parameters for the determination of complexation constants from titration experiments. The 
molecular-level information obtained by EXAFS is essential for the validation of models that 
give a macroscopic description of the complexation. EXAFS analysis can also be used to 
validate or to suggest surface-complexation models that describe the interaction of 
radionuclides at mineral-water interfaces. 
Summary and Conclusions 
The following conclusions can be drawn frorn the EXAFS and XANES studies performed 
on Np, Tc, and U solutions at ROBL: 1) All EXAFS spectra measured in transmission mode 
in the energy range of 17 - 21 keV, which have a high signal-to-noise ratio, demonstrate the 
excellent performance of all beamline components including the synchrotron source, the 
monochromator and mirrors, sample positioners, and detectors. Based on the author's 
experience from radionuclide experiments on second-generation synchrotron light sources, 
we conclude that the large k-range and data quality that can be achieved at ROBL are 
superior. 2) EXAFS spectroscopy is a powerful technique to obtain structural information on 
radionuclide species in solutions. The EXAFS study on U(VI) complexation with PCA 
demonstrated the interplay between EXAFS and other techniques, in this .case 
potentiometric pH titration. The complexation constants obtained by titration are needed to 
calculate the species distribution in order to prepare meaningful samples for EXAFS 
measurements. The molecular level information, which is the result of the EXAFS analysis, 
can be used to validate or to modify the underlying complexation models. 3) The actinide 
L(1II)-edge XANES spectra are sensitive to the electronic and molecular structure of the 
actinide complexes and can be used to determine the oxidation state of the element under 
study [16]. XANES spectroscopy is especially valuable in cases where other analytical 
techniques, like UVNis spectroscopy, are limited due to matrix effects. 4) One disadvantage 
of performing experiments at a synchrotron light source is that the samples are usually 
prepared at the home institute and shipped to the experimental station, which can introduce 
unwanted changes in the sample composition during transportation. This is especially the 
case for experiments with radionuclides. At ROBL it is possible to overcome this 
disadvantage by preparingtmodifying the radioactive samples in the glove box. For 
example, it is difficult to stabilize the Np(1ll) hydrate in solution. But with an electrochemical 
cell positioned in the synchrotron beam, it will be possible in the future to prepare the Np(ll1) 
oxidation state and to measure the XANES and EXAFS spectra in situ. Additional 
experimental possibilities, which are not discussed here, are available at ROBL for time- 
dependent and spatially-resolved XAFS studies using the monochromator in quick-EXAFS 
mode and by focusing the synchrotron beam [2]. In conclusion, the radiochemistry station at 
ROBL provides many unique features, which will contribute significantly to a better 
understanding of processes that are currently of great interest in environmentai 
radiochemistry. 
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Solution coordination chemistry of uranium in the binary 
UO~~*SO: and the ternary UO~*-SO~~-OH- system, a 
combined EXAFS and 170 NMR study. 
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lntroduction 
UO? forms binary complexes UO~(SO~);-~", n = 1 - 3 in slightly acid solution. The 
complexes are moderately strong, ß1 N 50, and different experimental techniques 
(potentiometry, spectrophotometric measurements, and TRLFS) have been used to 
determine the composition and stability of these species 11-31. The occurrence of uranium 
(10" M) and sulfate (3 X IO-~ M) in some ground and surface waters indicates that uranyl 
sulfate species may be important for the understanding of the mobility of uranium in nature. 
At higher pH a number of different temary complexes containing both hydroxideloxide and 
sulfate are formed. This was first shown by Peterson 141 who determined the conditional 
hydrolysis constants of U(VI) in 1.5 M Na2S04, and showed that both the stoichiometry and 
the equilibrium constants were different from those previously found in perchlorate media. 
This can only be explained by the fonnation of temary complexes containing coordinated 
sulfate. An attempt to determine the stoichiometry with respect to sulfate was first made by 
Grenthe and Lagerman, who studied the system at different total concentrations of sulfate 
and from these data proposed the stoichiometry and stability of the major ternary 
complexes: (uo&(oH),(so~),~-, (UO&(OH)~(SO~)~~, and (uo~)~(oH),(so~)~~~ F].
Equilibrium analysis used in 11-31 gives only the analytical composition and the amounts of 
species present in solution, these are in general in rapid equilibrium. Information about 
chemical structure and dynamics of the systems must be obtained using other experimental 
methods. The structure and dynamics of aqueous uranyl sulfato species are poorly 
understood. lnfrared (IR) and Raman measurements gave no clear answer regarding the 
mode of CO-ordination of sulfate, unidentate, bridging or chelating, to ~ 0 ~ ~ '  [6, 7]$ however
the authors assume that a bridging bidentate behaviour is more likely at S04:U ratios, 5. 
In this study we have determined the structure and dynamics in the systems outlined above. 
Two sets of experiments have been made: determination of the mode of coordination of 
17 sulfate using U L,,,-edge EXAFS spectroscopy; 0-NMR spectroscopy to determine the 
reaction dynamics in the binary and temary system. 
Experimental 
EXAFS measuremenfs. Samples were prepared by taking aiiquots of the acidic U02(C!04)2 
stock soiution to get a final uranyl concentration of 0.05 M. The sulfate concentration h the 
acidic test solutions (samples A - C) was adjusted using H2SO4 or Na2S04. The pH of 
sample D was adjusted with NaOH. Speciation calculations were made using known 
equilibrium constants and the program SOLGASWATER 183. Solid U02S04-2.5H20, was 
synthesised as described in [9] and was mixed with polyethylene and then pressing to give 
pellets with a diameter of 13 mm. EXAFS data were recorded at the Rossendorf Bearnline 
(ROBL) at the ESRF in Grenoble. The transmission spectra were measured at roiorn 
temperature using a cooled Si(ll1) double crystal rnonochrornator of fixed-exit type (E= 5- 
35 keV). The higher hamonics were rejected by two Si and Pt coated mirrors. for energy 
calibration of the sample spectra, the spectrum from a Zr foil was recorded simultaneously. 
The ionisation energy of the U Llll electron, Eo, was arbitrarily defined as 17 185 eV. The 
data were treated using the WinXAS software [IO]. Theoretical backscattering phase and 
amplitude functions, 6(k) and F(k), used in data analysis were calculated for the test 
compound, U02S04-2.5H20 [ l l ] ,  using the FEFF7 [I21 puogram. 
NMR measurements. The 170 NMR spectra were measured using 10 mm sample tubes, on 
a Bruker AM400 spectrometer at -5 "C, unless otherwise mentioned. 5% D20 in the test 
solutions were used to obtain locked mode. The probe temperature was adjusted using a 
Bruker Eurotherm variable temperature control unit and was measured by a calibrated Pt- 
100 resistance thermometer. The chemical shifts are given in ppm, using external water as 
a reference. The I 7 0 - ~ M ~  measurements were made usin an acidic 170-enriched uranyl 9 stock solution prepared as described previously using ~ 2 '  0 (29% 170 Campro Science) 
[13]. The line widths were determined by fitting a Lorentzian curve function to the measured 
signal using the WIN-NMR program [14]. 
Results and discussion 
U(AFS in the UOFSO? System. The isolated EXAFS oscillations and corresponding 
Fourier transforms for samples A to C and E are shown in Fig. 1. The obtained structural 
parameters are given in Tab. 1. 
Figure 1: Experimental EXAFS oscillations and corresponding Fourier 
transforms for sarnples A-E including the best theoretical fits. 
in all samples uranium is surrounded by two 0, atoms at 1.77 I 0.01 A. Approximately five 
0, atoms are coordinated to the linear uranyl group at 2.39-2.43 A in the equatorial plane. 
In sample C, where U O ~ ( S O ~ ) ~ ~ -  is the dominant species, approximately two sulfur atoms 
were located at 3.1 1 A from uranium. This is in agreement with the value 3.07 A, reported 
by Blatov ef al. in the solid U02S04-2CH3CON(CH3)2, where ~ 0 ~ ~ -  is bidentate coordinated 
to UO? E15J. The U-S distance is longer, 3.63 A, if sulfate is monodentate and bridging, 
like in UO2S04-2.5H20. There was also evidence for U-U interactions. The U-U distance at 
5.40 A can be cfeariy identified (8.2 % of the total EXAFS oscillation). The U-U distance at 
4.80 ,f+ was included according to the crystal stnicture (3.8 % of the total EXAFS oscillation). 
fn samples A and B it is difficult to iocalise the S backscatterer. in sample B one coufd 
Table 1: Fit Parameters to U LI,, edge EXAFS data in the binary uranyl sulfate system (Samples A-C, 
and E) and the ternary uranyl hydroxide sulfate system (Sample D); AEo set at -7.0 eV. XRD values 
from reference [ I  I ]  are in parenthesis. 
(5) ] (2.409) 
U-S I 1 . I  I 0 . 3  I 0.0020 I 3.626 
(1) 1 (3.583) 
U-U 1 0.8 I 0.2 1 0.0075 1 4.870 
(1) (4.810) 
U-U 0.9 10.2 0.0045 5.40 
(1 ) (5.444) 
constant during the fit. 
assume both a shorter U-S distance at 3.11 A and a longer U-S distance at about 3.60 a. 
We found it unlikely, considering the results from sample C, that samples A and B 
contained a monodentate bonded sulfate and therefore included a U-S distance fixed at 
3.11 A in the model. The short U-S distance in samples A and B are supported by the 
presence of a residual oscillation after subtraction the model EXAFS oscillation obtained 
without including the U-S shell. This remaining oscillation showed in all solutions the same 
pattem at a k range of 2.8 to 9.2 A-I. The resulting peak was FT filtered and the oscillation 
could be described using a U-S distance of 3.16 A. However, from the results of the 
samples A and B alone one cannot conclude the presence of a bidentate sulfate. But by 
considering all information the EXAFS data indicate cleariy that SO: is bonded in a 
bidentate fashion to the uranyl unit in solution. 
" 7 0 - ~ ~ ~  studies of the UOF-SO? System (for detaiied infonnation see 1161). The line 
width and the chemical shift increase with the sulfate concentration is a result of the 
formation of uranyl sulfate complexes. The only observed peak in the binary systern 
17 indicates a fast exchange between the complexes on the 0-NMR time-scale. The 
measured line shape can then give information about the dynamics of the system, using the 
matrix formaiism introduced by Reeves and Shaw [lq. The chemical environmont of the 
uranyl ion is changing by sutfate exchange which takes piace via two pathways, and the 
pseudo first order rate constants describing the exchange between ~ 0 2 '  and uo2S04, 
k,IobsI, and between U02S04 and uo2(So4)?, k2(&), can be determined from the line width 
using the formalisrn described above. The following reactions Can contribute to the pseudo 
first order rate constants: a) ~0~~ + S v  ~ = r  UaSOr* [k,=(3.4Sl.51 X lo3 M%-'], b) UOZ* i- 
UOZ(SO~)? o 2U02SO4 [kz=(2.120.3) X I@ M*'$'], C) U02S04 + CO:- UO~(SO~~)? 
&=(I .4+0.2) X I o3 M-~s-~], and d) U*O? + U02S04 e~ U*02S04 + uoZ2+ [k4=(9.3rr0.8) X 1 o4 
M-'s-'I. Similar type of reactions were observed in the case of the binary uranyl-fluoride 
system [18]. The mechanism consists of two steps, a faster bonding of a chelating sulfate, 
kl = 3.4 X lo3  M-'s", to form the neutral complex U02S04, which is followed by the 
coordination of a second sulfate with k3 = 1.4 X lo3 M-'s". These rate constants are similar 
to those measured for the binary uranyl-fluoride system [18]. Szabo et al. found a rate 
constant of km, - 5 X l o4  M-' s-' for the fluoride exchange reactions and suggested an 
intimate mechanism of the Eigen-Wilkins type. The experimental findings, k, - 7 xlo4 M-'s-', 
indicate that the rate of complex fonnation is not strongly dependent on the entering ligand, 
F- (k,,, -5 X lo4  M-' s-' in [18]) or so4-, supporting an Eigen-Wilkins mechanism. 
EXAFS in the U O ~ - S O ~ - - O K  System. Figure 1 depicts a typical example for the EXAFS 
data measured in the ternary system. The results (Table I ,  sample D) showed no significant 
differences from the binary uranyl sulfate system. Approximately two sulfur atoms were 
measured at 3.10 a indicating that ~ 0 4 ~ -  is bonded as a chelate in the uranyl hydroxo 
species. We can exclude single bonded bridging, but not chelating bridging CO-ordination, 
C. f the structure proposals in Grenthe and Lagerman. Sulfate may like chromate [I91 act 
as a bidentate bridging ligand to stabilize the polynuclear hydroxo complexes. According to 
the structural model of Grenthe and Lagerman and the coordination geometry of uranyl in 
polynuclear hydroxo complexes, it is not possible to coordinate more than 1.5 sulfates per 
uranyl unit. The theoretical coordination number of sulfur in sample D is between 1.2 and 
1.5. The error in the coordination number using EXAFS is large, but the second number is 
not inconsistent with the theoretical value. Calculations using a fixed coordination number of 
1.5 showed no significant changes in the results. A residual value of 14.8 was obtained 
compared to 14.4 when the coordination number was not fixed. No peaks corresponding to 
a U-U interaction between 4 and 6 A were observed. Nevertheless, this is not an indication 
that the ternary species are not formed, the potentiometric measurements (see [16]) and 
the 1 7 0 - ~ ~ ~  investigations clearly show the presence of polynuclear species. The 
measured EXAFS oscillations represents the sum of all absorber-backscatterer shell 
contributions. Such contributions which are out of phase, may result in the disappearance of 
a U-U peak. CaC03 is one example for such "out-of-phase" effects [20]. Thompson et al. 
found that distant contributions from U ( 4.9 to 5.2 a) are weak and therefore might be 
difficult to detect in samples of unknown composition (see structural parameters of 
UO2SO4-2.5H20 in Tab. 1) [21]. An other example might be the weak U-U interaction at 4.92 
A in [(uo2)&03)dG- 1221. 
17 
"0-NM/? in the UO~~'SO;--OK System. 0-NMR was applied for the first time to obtain 
17 structural and dynamic information about this complicated system. 0-NMR spectra 
Figure 2: " 7 0 - ~ ~ ~  spectra and the distfibution diagrarn for solutions of [uo?]~,~,~: 0.05 M, [soA: 0.5 M at 25 "C and varying -log[H'] frorn 4.0 to 5.0. 
measured at 0.05 M U*O? in 2 M NaC104 + 0.5 M Na2S04 and 25°C are summarized in 
Fig. 2. 
The appearance of a second peak in addition to the peak of the binary species, which then 
dominates the spectra at increasing -log[H'] is a clear indication for the formation of temary 
uranyl sulfate hydroxide species, as expected form the speciation calculations. The 
integrais of the two peaks give information on the amount of uranium present as 
mononuclear and polynuclear complexes. This quantity was compared with that calculated 
from the equilibrium constants. The agreement between the two values was within 15%, 
which is within the accuracy of the two measurements. The only broad peak at 1126.2 ppm 
shows that it is not possible to identify the different polynuclear complexes, very likely 
because of the small chemical shift difference and the fast exchange between them. From 
the experiments we have made it is not possible to get more concrete information about the 
dynamics of the temary systems. Co-ordination of sulfate to the polynuclear hydroxide 
complexes results in a fairly large change in the chemical shift of the "yi"-oxygens, from 
1120 ppm in (UO~)~(OH)? and 1124.7 ppm in (UO&(OH); measured by Jung et al. 1231, to 
1126.2 ppm in the ternary system. 
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Exper iment 
number: 
20-01-01 
Date  o f  report: 
25/08/99 
Recsived af ROBL 
02.09.99 
C. Hennig*, T. Reich*, M. Rutsch*, A. Roßberg*, H. Funke*, 
G. Geipel, G. Bernhard, H. Nitsche 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf e.V., Institute of Radiochemistry, D-01314 Dresden 
-- 
:irst EXAFS measurements were taken on the new Rossendorf Bearnline (ROBL) at the 
turopean Cynchrotrori Radiation Facility (ESRF] in Grenoble. The rnonochrornator, equipped 
~ i t h  B S i ( l l 1 )  water cooled double-crystal System, was used in the cannel-cut rnode. 
4igher harrnonics were rejected by Pt coated mirrors. U L„,-edge and As K-edge EXAFS 
;pectra wer8 collected in transrnission. The Cu K-edge EXAFS spectrum was measured with 
I rnultlchannel Ge fluorescerrce detector 111. Two or three scans were obtained in 
rarisrnission mode and 3 2  Single accumiilations were taken for the Cu K-edge fluorescence 
ipectra. The rneasurernents were carried out with a sampie orientation o f  O0 and 45O to  
he bserr~ diroctiori ta  invcstigate the influence of polarization effects (not discussed here). 
:or energy calibration of the uranium spectra we used the first inflection point of Zr at 
7996eV. Tlie sarnpfes are natural meta-zeunerite from Wheat Basset, Cornwall, and 
iydragen uranyl arsenate hydrate, prepared according t o  the literature 121. 
Jranyi arsenates liko meta-zeunerite, Cu[UO,AsO,ll 8H20, and hydrogen uranyl arsenate 
iytfrate, H[UO,AsO,J 4H&, are built up by stable layers of [~0,1** and lAs0413 units. The 
harge rteiitrality ic achived by different interlayer cations like Cu2*, H' and H30f.  We used 
XAFC rneasurementa bo campare the crystal structures. The results of the curve fitting to  
ho k3-weighted EXAFS data are shown in Figs. 1-2. 
k [V] R+A [Al k [ P ]  R+A [Al 
:ig. 1: U L„,-edge EXAFS spectra and FT of H[UO,AsO,] 4H,O (a), and Cu[U02As0,12 8H, 
b). Fig. 2: As K-edge EXAFS spectra and FT of HIUO,AsO,I 4H20 (al, and Cu[U02As0. 
IH20 (b) 
LII figures show left the k3-weighted EXAFS spectra and right the corresponding Fouri 
,ansforms, the solid lines are measured data, the dotted lines are the calculated values. 
i e  U L„,-edge EXAFS of meta-zeunerite (Fig. 11, the first shell represent the axial oxygr 
toms (0„) at a distance of 1.79A. The second shell correspond to  the equatorial aton 
rith a distance of 2.28A and the third shell originates from the arsenic atorns with 
istance o f  3.67A, Using As as absorbing atom (Fig. 2), the As-U distance was confirma 
1 3.68A and the As-O„ distance was determined to 1.68A. The rneasurernents at tm 
ear-neighbour absorber atorns allows to  calculate the bond angle U-O„-Ac to 135.34' 
he interlayer Cu-0 distance in meta-zeunerite was measured by Cu K-edge EXAFS i 
.95A. The EXAFS data of the uranyl arsenate layer on H[UO,AsO,l 4H20 are quite simil; 
'ithin the error of 0.02A. In conclusion, the uranyl arsenate layer structure is neari 
dependent from the interlayer cation arrangernent. Furthermore, our investigatio 
monstrates the possibility to  compensate the lost angle information in EXAFS using th  
dial distribution functions at various absorption edges, 
3ferences: 
I Bucher, J.J., et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum., 67, 1, 1996 
I Weiss, A., et al., 2. Naturforsch., 12b, 669, 1957 
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Y. Hennig*, T. Reich*, H. Funke*, T. Arnold 
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P. - 
The coordination geometry in ferrihydrite was studied by EXAFS measurements at the 
Rossendorf Beamline (ROBL) at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in 
Granoble. lron K-edge EXAFS spectra were collected in transmission mode. 
Ferrihydrite (FH) occurs during weathering processes of iron containing rocks as a 
matastable compound which transforms into crystalline and stable goethite (a-FeOOH) 
andtor hematite (a-Fe,O,). FH precipitates from aqueous Fe(ll1) solutions in particles of any 
nm size, Diffetences of peak numbers in X-ray diffraction Patterns lead to a distinction 
between two general FH strucrure types: the so-called 2-line (2L-FH) and the 6-line (6L-FH) 
ferrihydrite. The structural and genetic relationship between 2L-FH and 6L-FH is still under 
discussion I Z I .  Therefore, we compared the EXAFS of 2L-FH and 6L-FH with hematite (Fig. 
1). 
In hematite, the iron is octahedrally coordinated by oxygen. The first coordination shell 
includes two bonding distances: Fe-01 =I .94A and Fe-02=2.11A 121. These bond length 
differences are too small to be separated by EXAFS. Ferrihydrite, in comparison, shows a 
verry similar radial distribution function for the Fe-0 distance and the coordination number. 
This leads to the assumption of a preferred octahedral coordination geometry in FH. But the 
radial distribution function for the Fe-0 in FH is broadened to higher R-values, which 
indicates additional larger Fe-0 bondings. The Fe-0 octahedra in hematite are connected 
about I face (I?„.„ =2.89&, 3 edges (RF,.„,=2.97&, 3 corners (RF..,.,=3.36& and 6 
corners (~„„,=3.70A) 121. This coordination gives a splitting of the second feature in the 
EXAFS radial distribution function of hematite into two asymmetric Peaks (Fig. la l .  
Fig. 1: Left k3-weighted 
Fe K-edge EXAFS 
spectra of a-FeZO, (a), 
2L-ferrihydrite (b) 
and 6L-ferrihydrite (C). 
Right: the 
corresponding Fourier 
transformed EXAFS. 
Only the measured 
spectra are shown here 
It is difficult to isolate these bond distances bv numerical fits. However. Fourier filterinc 
8hows. that the first peak corresponds to the 2.89A and 2.97A shells and the second peaE 
.esults mainlv from the 3.70A shell inciudino additional Fe-0 distances. In contrast. the 
naximum of the second shell in FH is located at R+ A= 2.7A with a shoulder ai 
R+ A= 3.OA. which aives after phase correction Fe-Fe distances at 3.1A and 3.4A. This is 
n a sinnificant difference to hematite. The lowered peak heinht in the EXAFS fouriei 
.ransform of FH results from a short ranae disorder. Therefore. in connection to the 
~roadened Fe-0 Fourier transformed peak, a simple octahedral coordination aeometrv is nol 
axpected. In contrast to hematite. preferred bond lengths of 3.1A to 3.2A are obtained, 
3nlv small differences are found between the EXAFS spectra of 2L-FH and 6L-FH. In the 
rpectra of the 6L-FH. the peak heiaht of the second shell is sliahtlv increased in comparisor 
o the 2L-FH. This is connected to a lowerino of the Debve-Waller factor. It means t h ~  
Stuctural ordering increases from 2L-FH to 6L-FH. 
Ne thank J. FriedilTU München for the prepartion of the ferrihydrite samples. 
ieferences 
11 Drits, V.A., et al., Clay Min., 28, 185, 1993 
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;R Report: 
Experimental 
W o  series of aqueous solutions containing 50 and 5 mMollL neptunium in three different 
oxidation states were prepared for EXAFS measurements at the new Rossendorf 
Beamline (ROBL) at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, 
France. Sofution I consisted of 50 mMollL Np(lV) in 0.1 M HN03 and 2 M H2S04. The 
composition of solutions 2 and 3 was 50 mMollL Np(V) and Np(VI), respectively, in 0.1 M 
HNO3 Solutions 4 - 6 were identical to solutions I - 3 except for the lower Np 
concentration of 5 rnMol/L. The starting material for the sample preparation was solid 
NpO2(NO3] (AEA Technology, QSA GmbH). It was dissolved in 0.1 M HNO3. The different 
Oxidation states of Np were obtained by electrochemical oxidationlreduction in a 
conventional f-i-forrned electrolysis cell with a diaphragm between anode and cathode. 
The oxidation stete of neptunium and its stability with time were determined for the 5 
mMollL Np solutions by UV-Vis spectroscapy using the characteristic absorption bands of 
Np(lV1, Np(V), and Np(VFf at 967 nm, 980 nm, and 1223 nm, respectively /I/. 
For fhe rneasurements, 4 ml of the solution were filled in a polyethylene cuvette, which 
was sesrled and put in a polyethylene bag. Multiple scans of the Np LLII-edge EXAFS of 
solulions 2 - 6 were collected in transmiscion mode at room temperature at ROBL using 
the Si(? ? I )  double-crystal monochromator Cn fixed-exit mode. The energy scale was 
cslibrated using the first inflection point of the absorption spectrum of a Zr foil (17998 eV). 
The seattering phases and amplitudes where calculated for hypothetical clusfers of 
NpO& NpOz04, and NpOzOs using FEFF6. 
Results 
The raw EXAFS data and the best theoretical fit for solutions 1 - 3 are shown in Fig. I. 
The obtstined ctructuraf parameters are given in Tab. i .  In solution Np(IV) is surrounded 
by 11 oxygen atoms at a distance of 2.39 A. In the second coordination sphere we 
observed two sulfur atoms with a Np-S distance of 3.07 A. This distance corresponds to a 
bidentate coordination of the S04" ion to the Np. Using the Np-0 distance of 2.39 A and 
the structural parameters of the SO? unit (S-0 = 1.51 A, angle 04-0 = 109" /2/), the 
calculated Np-S distance of 2.93 A is in good agreement with the measured value. 
Both Np(V) and Np(V1) solutions 2 and 3 show the structural parameters of the actinyl ion. 
In case of Np(V), the distance to the axial oxygen atoms, 0„, is 1.82 A. In the equatorial 
plane the Np is surrounded by 4 water molecules with a Np-0, distance of 2.49 A. The 
increase of the Np oxidation state from Np(V) to Np(VI) leads to a shoriening of the axial 
and equatorial oxygen bonds by 0.07 A and an increase of the number of water molecules 
attached to the neptunyl from four to five. The bond distances Np-Oax and Np-O„ of the 
Np(V1) solution are 1.75 A and 2.42 A, respectively. 
The analysis of the 5 mMollL Np solutions 4 - 5 gave results (not shown here) similar to 
the 50 mMollL solutions. There is only a small increase of the coordination number of 
sulfur from 2.2 to 2.8 when going from 50 mMol/L to 5 mMollL Np(lV). 
The obsewed structural parameters for the Np-0 bond distances of Np(lV) and Np(V) are 
in good agreement with the values reported for 5 mMol/L Np in chlorine solution 131. The 
structural parameters for Np(lV) Sulfate and Np(VI) hydrate given in Tab. 1 are reported 
for the first time. 
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Fig. 1: Raw Np LIII-edge k3-weighted EXAFS spectra (left) and corresponding Fourier transforms (right) of 
50 mMollL Np solutions. Solid line - experiment; dots - theoreticai fit. 
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Experimental 
The structure of novel Tc complexes has been studied successfully in the framework of a 
collaboration between the lnstitute of Radiochemistry and the Institute of Bioinorganic and 
Radiopharmaceutical Chemistry over the last few years 11.21. In order to evaluate the 
possibilities of the new Rossendorf Beamline (ROBL) for Tc EXAFS studies, we prepared four 
samples for a first experiment with B B ~ ~  at ROBL. The samples were 127 mMollL NaTc04(aq), 
1.3 mMollL NaTcOdaq), KTcOa(s), and TcOpnHzO(s). Except for the 1.3 mMollL Tc solution, the 
amount of Tc in the samples yielded an edge jump of -1 across the Tc K absorption edge at 21 
keV. These samples were measured in transmission mode using the Si( l l1) double-crystal 
monochromator in fixed-exit mode with an additional feedback System to minimize beam intensity 
fluctuations. The Tc K-edge EXAFS spectrum of the dilute solution was recorded using a four 
pixel Ge fluorescence detector. The energy scale of the XANES scans was calibrated with a Mo 
metal foil (Mo K edge at 20004.3 eV). For the EXAFS analysis, the first inflection point of the 
pre-edge absorption peak for the NaTc04(aq) sample was defined as 21044 eV 131. 
Results and Discussion 
Fig. I displays the raw Tc K-edge k3-weighted EXAFS spectrum of NaTc04(aq). The spectrum of 
the 127 mMol/L Tc solution was recorded in a Single sweep up to k=21 A". During this sweep the 
counting time per data point was gradually increased from 2 to 20 sec. To our knowledge, this is 
the first Tc EXAFS spectrum of a liquid sample where it was possible to observe the fine 
structure of the X-ray absorption spectrum over an energy range of 1700 eV. In addition, this 
spectrum is an impressive demonstration of the superb quality and stability of all beamline 
components. It follows from the best theoretical fit to the data (Fig. I )  that Tc is surrounded by 4 
oxygen atoms (N=4.110.1) at a distance of 1.72f0.01 A (02=0.0013f0.0004 A2). The EXAFS 
spectrum of lhe 100 times more dilute NaTc04(aq) sample is also shown in Fig. 1 and represents 
an averaae of four sweeos rneasured in fluorescence rnode The intensitv of the Tc Ka 
detector was 6.4~10' countslsec. Under these conditions, it was possible to analyze the Tc K- 
edge k3-weighted EXAFS spectrum of the 1.3 mMollL Tc solution up to k=15 k'. The structural 
parameters obtained are the Same as for the TcOi ion in the concentrated solution, i.e., 
N=3.9f0.2, R=1.72&0.01 A, and 02=0.0016~0.0003 A2. Our structural parameters agree with a 
previous Tc K-edge EXAFS measurement of a 0.2 MollL NH4TcOAaq) sample 131. 
Fig. 2 displays the Tc K-edge XANES spectra of KTc04(s), and TcOz*nH20(s). The energy of the 
main absorption edge defined by the first-derivative method increases from 21061.6 eV to 
21065.8 eV as the Tc valence increases from IV to VII. This energy shift of 4.2 eV is in 
qualitative agreement with previous measurements 131. The shape of the Tc K-edge XANES 
spectra reflects the symmetry of the oxygen atoms surrounding Tc. The most distinct feature of 
the TcOi ion, which has Td symmetry, is the pre-edge Peak at 21050.8 eV. The XANES features 
can been used as a probe to determine the Tc speciation as it has been shown, for example, in 
cement waste forms 131. 
In Summary, the Tc K-edge X-ray absorption measurements on Tc model compounds showed 
that high-quality data can be obtained for liquids and solids at the new Rossendorf Beamline. 
We conclude that ROBL provides excellent experimental conditions to study the structure of 
solid and liquid Tc complexes with a large variety of organic and inorganic ligands covering a Tc 
concentration range of at least two orders of magnitude. 
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Fig. 1: Raw k3-weighted Tc K-edge EXAFS spectra (left) and corresponding Fourier transforms (rlght) of 
experimental data (solid line) and theoretical fits (dots) for 127 mMol1L (top) and 1.3 mMollL (bottom) 
NaTcOd(aq). 
Fig. 2: Raw Tc K-edge XANES spectra of Tc02.nH20(s) 
1.3 iiiMolL 
0 1 2 3 4  
K+UN 
(top) and KTcO.(s) (bottom). 
fluorecceke line was 1.2x10' coun~s/sec. The total Count rate processed by ihe fluorescence 
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First EXAFS measurements of 'a rhenium(1) carbonyl complex were performed using the 
Rossendorf Beamline (ROBL). Being a collaboration between the Institute of Radiochemistry 
and the Institute of Bioinorganic and Radio-pharmaceutical Chemistry, this analysis serves as a 
stepping stone towards preparing future EXAFS experiments with "TC carbonyl complexes. 
Rhenium and technetiurn carbonyl complexes of the general formula [M(CO)JXL] (M = Re, Tc; X 
= Bf, CI: L = bidentate thioether or Schiff base ligand) are at present under study for the 
development of neutrai receptor-affine complexes which are able to Cross the blood-brain barrier 
and to bind to receptors of the central nervous System. Some of the rhenium carbonyl thioether 
complexes are fully characterized by X-ray analysis and other chemical methods, whose data 
may be used for comparison with EXAFS results. 
The EXAFS spectra of the Re LI,, and Br K-edges of the Same sample were measured in 
transmission mode, using the Si(l1l) double-crystal monochromator in fixed-exit mode. 
The sample consists of 20 mg of the following rhenium complex: 
mixed with Teflon powder as matrix material and pressed into a pellet. The EXAFS spectra were 
evaluated, using the program package EXAFSPAK, and the scattering code FEFFG. 
To obtain a satisfactory fit result for the Re spectra, the individual scattering paths Re-C, Re-S, 
and Re-Br and the multiple scattering path along the carbonyl group, i.e. Re-C-0, have to be 
included (see Tab. 1). 
The EXAFS scan of the Same compound with bromine as the central atom gives a more 
complicated spectrum, which is dominated by the heaviest possible backscatterer rhenium. Apart 
from the main scattering path Br - Re, the nearly linear multiple scattering paths Br - Re -C and 
Br - Re - C - 0 yield the most important contributions to the radial distribution function. The 
evaluated bond length Br - Re is 2.60 A. 
Tab. 1 Comparison of bond distances obtained by EXAFS measurement and X-ray analysis data 
(XRD) of similar complexes (AR EXAFS C 0.02 A) 
EXAFS I XRD') ( X R D ~ )  1 
'I Re(CO)&'(CH3-S-C2H4-S-CH3-CCH), (2) 
Re(C0)3Br(CI-C2H4-S-C2H4-S-C2H4-CI), (3) 
31 Debye Waller factors in lw3  A2 
4' The degeneracy of 2 was taken into account 
Re - SI  
Re - S2 
Re-C-0 
(3 1 ~ s )  
Re-C-0 
(4 legs) 
Measurements of the inner coordination spheres of rhenium carbonyl complexes which differ in 
dithioether ligands using X-ray crystal structure methods, lead to Re - Br distances between 
2.61 and 2.64 A (1,2). The presented EXAFS results are consistent with these data. 
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Aims of the experiment antl scientific background 
Sorption of Iieavy inetal ioiis oii inineral siii-faces is an iinportaiit process for inaiiitaiiiiiig 
environinental quality. A tlioroiigli level understa~iding of sorptioii inecliaiiisins of Iieavy 
inetal soiytion on inineral siirfaces is tlierefore of fimdaineiital iinportance. On sinectitic clay 
ininerals Ni(I1) caii sorb as siirface coinplex oii edge sites aiidlor interlayer sites. 
Tlie aiin of tliis study is to use EXAFS to detennine sorption ineclianisins of Ni on 
inontinorilloiiite. Moiitmorilloiiite is an important sinectitic inineral respoiisible for tlie 
reteiition of inetals in tlie geospliere. Furtlieimore, tlie clay is iised as a backfill material iii tlie 
Swiss coiicept for a liigli level radioactive waste repositoiy aiid tliiis, inetal soiytion on 
moiitinoriIloiiite Iias beeil iiivestigated in oiir laboratoiy in gseat details [I]. 
Experiments + Results 
Sainples were prepared in a glove box by reactiiig Ni and rnontinorilloiiite at pH 8.0 and at 
liigli ionic streiigtli 0.2M Ca(NO& to block cation excliaiige processes. Tlie initial Ni 
coiiceiitratiotis for tlie sainples varied ftoin 0.03 inM to 0.92 inM Ni. After a reaction time of 
1-90 days tlie samples were ceiitrifi~ged and tlie wet paste was traiisfei~ed into a Plexiglas 
sainple Iiolder. Ni K-edge fliioresceiice EXAFS spectra were recorded for sainples coiitainiiig 
4 - 9G pinol/g Ni sorbed oiito tlie inoiitiiiorilloiiite. Figure 1 sliows tlie depeiidence of 
different Ni coiiceiitratioiis sorbed oiito inontinorilloiiite after a reactioii time of 90 days. 
Witli increasing Ni loadiiig a cliaracteristic slioulder at 5.3 &' appears in tlie EXAFS 
spectra. Tlie correspoiidiiig radial distribiitioiis function are sliowii in Figire 2. Tlie first 
ieak represents an oxygen sliell aiid its positioii and lieiglit does not depend on tlie Ni 
;oncentration. Tlie second peak sliifts witli iiicreasiiig Ni coiiceiitration to lower R values 
$ein 2.9 A to 2.7 A) aiid its peak Iieiglit is iiicreasing, Tlie daslied liiie cliaracterises tlie 
position of a Ni-Ni sliell in an a-NiOH2 aiid siiggests tlie preseiwe of a Ni-liydroxide like 
pliase in tlie inost conceiitrated sainple. Tlie sainple witli tlie lowest conceiitration suggests 
specific bounds of Ni to tlie inoiitinorillonite siirface aiid tlie absence of a Ni-nucleation. To 
date, liowever tlie striictiiral origin of tlie secoiid peak of tlie lowest coiiceiitration is still 
nnder iiivestigatioii usitig tlieoretical approaclies. 
Figure 1: k"-weiglied Ni K-edge EXAFS spectra for 
different Ni-concentratioiis sorbed otito inontrnorillonite 
Figure 2: Coiicentration dependence of tlie Ni K-edge 
, RDF of Ni sorbed oiito inontinorillo~iite 
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Experimental 
Samples were prepared by taking aliquots of an acidic U02(C104)2 stock solution to get a 
final uranyl concentration of 0.05M. The sulfate concentration in the acidic test solutions 
were adjusted using H2S0.4 or Na2S04. The solid, U02S04.2.5H20, was prepared as 
described in 171. The EXAFS spectra were recorded at the new Rossendorf Beamline 
(ROBL) at the ESRF in Grenoble. The transmission spectra were measured at room 
temperature using a cooled Sl(1'i I )  double crystal monochromator of fixed-exit type (E= 5- 
35 keV). The higher harmonics were rejected by two Si and Pt coated mirrors. For energy 
calibration of the sampte spectra, the spectrum from a Zr foil was recorded 
simultaneously. The ionization energy of the U Llll electron, Ea, was arbitrarily defined as 
17 185 eV. The data were treated using the WinXAS Software 121. Theoretical 
backscattering phase and amplitude functions, 6(k) and F(k), used in data analysis were 
calculated using the FEFF7 /3/ program. 
Results 
The isolated EXAFS oscillations and the corresponding Fourier transforms for samples A 
to D are shown in Fig. 1. The FT peaks below 1.5 A (without phase-shifl) are artifacts of 
the spline removal and are not associated with any coordination distance. The obtained 
structural parameters are given in Tab. 1. 
There are no EXAFS results about uranyl sulfate complexes published yet. In all samples 
uranium is surrounded by two Opy atoms at 1.7710.01 A. Approximately five 0, atoms are 
coordinated to the linear uranyl group at 2.39-2.41 A in the equatorial plane. The large 
Debye-Waller (DW) factor observed for the third shell in samples A-B indicates the 
difficulties to localize the S backscatterer, may be due to a broad distribution of U-S 
distances. In sample C, where UOz(S04)22' is the dominant species, approximately two 
sulfur atoms were measured at 3.1 1 A. Blatov et al. reported an U-S distance of 3.07 A in 
the solid U02S04.2CH3CON(CH3)2, where ~04'- is bidentate coordinated to ~ 0 2 "  141. If 
sulfate is bridging and monodentate bonded to uranyl, like in U02S04.2.5H20, one 
expects a longer U-S distance. The EXAFS results confirm this assumption. And a U-S 
distance of 3.63 A was measured. The structural parameter determined for 
UOzS04-2.5H20 are consistent with XRD measurements 151. 
By considering both previous structure information and the EXAFS data, we conclude that 
~0.4'- is bonded in a bidentate mode to the uranyl unit in solution. The results of these 
study provide necessary structural information to interpret ongoing reaction dynamic 
investigations in the binary uranyl sulfate System. 
Tab. 1: EXAFS structural Parameters for uranvl sulfate comolexes in solution and in 
UOzS04.2.5HzO 
f )  parameter was ; held constant during the fit. 
Fig. 1: Raw U L111 edge k3-weighted EXAFS data for samples A-D and corresponding FT's. 
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~ntjoduction: Tlie objective of tliis study was to obtain infonnation about tlie binding of 
i~ranium(VI) oiito fi~iictioiial gioiips of Iiuinic siibstaiices. Uranyl coinplexes of Kraniclisee 
liuinic aiid fiilvic acid (KHA aiid KFA: isolated fsoin susface water of tlie ino~intain bog 
'Kleiner Kraniclisee' /I/), Aldrich liu~nic acid (A2197) as well as a syiitlietic HA type M42 
I21 were tlierefore investigated. 
Expsrinmlal: Tlie sainples were prepared according to 131. Tlie uraiiyl loading was betweeii 
18 and 19 % of tlie carboxylic gioiip capacity of tlie Iitiinic substances. Coinplex foimatioii 
was confirined by IR spectroscopy. Tlie sainples were dispersed in Teflon and pressed as 1.3 
cin diaineter pellets. Tlie U coiitent of tlie sesulting pellets was 11 to 22 ing U. Tlie EXAFS 
rneasweinents were cassied out at tlie Rossendosf Beainliiie at tlie European Sync1u;otsoii 
Radiation Facility in Gseiioble. Uraniuin Lw-edge X-ray absoiptioii spectra were collected in 
transinission inode. Tlie Si(] 1 1) double-ciystal inonocliroinator was used in tlie cliaiiiiel-cut 
mode. 
Resuh: Tlie k3-weiglited EXAFS spectra and tlie coi~espondiiig Fourier transfo~~ns are 
sliown in Figs. 1 and 2. In bot11 figures tlie solid lines represent tlie experimental data aiid tlie 
dotted lines tlie tlieoretical fit of tlie data. A two-sliell fit to tlie experiineiital EXAFS data 
was used witli oxygen atoins as backscatterers. Tlie inultiple scattering along tlie tiranyl iinit 
at 3.6 A was also incliided in tlie fit. Tlie coordiiiation iiiiinber (N) for tlie axial oxygen atoins 
and AEo wem kcpt constaiit at 2 aiid -13.6 eV. 
Fig. I :  k3-weiglitcd U Liii-edge EXAFS spcctrn of Fig. 2: Foiirier trniisforiiis of tlic EXAFS spectrn of 
uraiiyl coiiiplexcs witli KHA, KFA, A2/97 aiid M42 iirniiyl coiiipleses witli KHA, KFA, A2197 aiid M42 
Tlie EXAFS structoral paraineters of tlie iiranyl liiiinates aie coinpiled in Tab. 1. 
Tab. 1: Stnictural paraineters o f  tlie uranyl Iiuinates 
Axial U-0 bond lengtlis (R) of 1.78 A were deteimined for all usanyl Iiiirnates. Iii tlie 
equatorial plane approxunately five oxygen atoins were foiind at a tnean distaiice of 2.40 A. 
Since carboxylic groups are generally considered tlie inain fiinctioiial goups of tlie Iiumic 
substances involved in tlie coinplexation of inetal ions at pH 5 4, tlie results of tliis EXAFS 
stiidy were coinpared witli tlie inean values of tlie bond distances foiind for ciystalline uranyl 
carboxylate cotnplexes of known stsuctures given in 141. It tunied out tliat tlie inean bond dis- 
tance of 2.40 A in the equatorial plane deteimined for tlie Innnates is tlie saine as tliat found 
for tlie carboxylates wliere tlie iiranyl ions ase boin~d inonodentately. 
U02-KFA 
UO2-A2197 
U02-M42 
Conclusion: Botli for natural Iiiiinic substances (KHA, KFA, A2197) aiid for tlie syntlietic HA 
type M42 coinparable structures of iiranyl coinplexes were foiind witli predoininantly 
inonodentate coordinatioii of tlie Iiiiinic acid carboxylic groups onto i~ranitiin(VI) ions. 1 
Acknviv1edgnieti/: Tliis work was supported by the EC Coininission under contract no. F14W-CT96-0027. 
Error: N i 10 %, R i 0.02 A 
1.78 
1.78 
1.78 
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Poiiipe, S., et al., Radiocliiin. Acta 82, 89 (1998); 131 Bubiier, M., et al., Report FZR-272, (1999); 141 
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Report: 
To sti~dy tlie iiifliience of plieiiolic OH giaiips on tlie sliort-raiige order stinaiiiiding of 
iiraniiiin(V1) in i~raiiyl Iiiiiiiate coinplexes we investigated solid uraiiyl Iiiiinates of tlie 
modified syiitlietic Iiinnic acid (HA) type MlPB arid of tlie inodified iiatiiral HA Aldricli 
(A2197PB) aiid fiaiiiclisee (KHAPB) witli blocked plienolic 01-1 groups 111. These sainples 
were cotnpared to ura~ryl Iiiiinates of tlie original FL4 type MI, A2197 aiid KHA. 
Iixperftiientul: Tlie preparatioii of tlie solid uranyl Iiiiinates as well as tlieir iiranyl loadings 
are descrißed iti 121. TIie sainples dispersed in Tefloii were pressed as 1.3 cin diaineter 
pefleis. 1J Lm-edge EXAFS trarisinissioii spectra were irieasiired at rooin teniperature at tlie 
Rosseiidorf Ueainliire at tlie ESRF. Tlie inonocliroinator, eqiiipped witli a Si(] 11) watei 
cooled double-ciystal systeiii was nsed in tlie clianne1-ciit inode. 
R c m l ~ ~ :  As exainples, tlie k"weiglited U Lnt-edge IIXAFS aiid tlie conespoiiding Fourier 
traiisfoilns for tlie iiivestigaied uraiiyl Iiiimates of HA type MI aiid MlPB as well as HA 
&I2197 and A2/97PL? are depicted iii Rg. 1 arid Fig. 2. Tlie EXAFS oscillatioiis of all sainples 
as well as tlie Foitrier transfo~ins are siiiiilar. Tlie EXAFS oscillatioiis were fitted to tlie 
EXAPS equation iisii~g a structiiral inodd witli two coordinathi sliells coiitainiiig oxygeii 
atoins as backscatterer arid iiicliiding iniiltiple scatteriiig effects aloiig tlie iiranyl iiiiit (Tab. 
1). 
Fig. 1: k3-weiglited U LIII-edge EXAFS spectra of solid Fig. 2: Fourier traiisfor~ns of tlie EXAFS sliown iii. 
iiraiiyl Iiiiiiiates of ~iiodified aiid iiiiiiiodified HA. Solid Fig. I .  
lines: experiiiiental data, daslied li~ics: fit resiilts. 
inbers 
Tlie inodified HA sliow a sinaller ainount of pl~eiiolic OH groups tliaii tlie uiunodified HA 111. 
Tlierefore, tlie spectra of tlie inodified HA are inore doininated by tlie interactioii of UO? 
witli carboxylic groups. Tlie deteiinined U-Ocq boiid distances coi~espoiid to inonodentate 
coordiiiatioii of tlie carboxylic groiips 131. Tlie stnictural Parameters obtaiiied for tlie solid 
uranyl liiiinates of tlie iiiiiiiodified HA do not differ fioin tliat of tlie inodified KA. Tliis 
indicates a coinparable slioit-raiige order siii~oiiiidiiig of tlie UO? ioii. One can coiiclude 
tliat iii tlie solid coinplexes tlie plieiiolic OH groiips liave only a mall or iio iiiflueiice 011 tlie 
coinplexatioii of tlie UO? ioiis. 
However, a coiitribiitiori of plienolic OH groiips to tlie coinplexatioii of ~ 0 Z c a n  ot fi~lly be 
excladed by tlie EXAFS resalts, because tlie obtaiiied striictnral paraineteis represent aii 
average over all iiiteractions betweeii HA and ~ 0 2 " .  Froin EXAFS iiivestigatioiis 
coiicer~iiiig tlie co~nplexatioii of pyrogallol witli ~022' at pH 4.8 I41 it is kiiowii tliat plieiiolic 
OH groups caii coinplex to tlie UO? ioii witli distaiices of 2.40 A, wliicli caii not be 
distiiiguislied froin Ru.ocq of tlie Iiiiinates. 
R@iwices: 
/lIPompe, S., et ai., Repoi? FZR-272 (1999); /2/Bubiier, M., et al., Report FZR-272 (1999); 
131 Deiiecke, M., et al., Radiocliiin. Acta 79, 151, 1997; 141 Roßbeg A., et RI., Report FZR-247 (1999) p. 
53 
Ach~oiiilcdgi»ioil: Tliis woik was supported by tlie BMBF uiider coiitract No. 02 E88150 aiid by tlie EC 
uiider coiitract No. F14W-CT96-0027. 
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Tab. 1: 
in A, 0' 
radial distance 
U0z2':~, U022':~ 
PCS(L) I pH 
At higher pH values, the PCS ligands coordinate with the uranyl cation in an o-diphenolic 
bonding fashion and the carboxylic group is not involved in the complexation. The calculated 
speciation of the PCS System shows at pH 4.8 the change from the carboxylic to the o-diphenolic 
coordination. The Debye-Waller factor for the equatorial oxygen has a maximum at this pH (Tab. 
1). The similarity of the EXAFS spectra and coordination Parameters of the uranium(V1) PCS and 
the BCT complexes increases with the pH 121. The possible main complex species of PCA with 
the uranyl cation should be confirmed by principal component analysis of the EXAFS 
measurements. This can be used to validate the complexation constants for calculation of the 
speciation 131. 
pH - Value 
t " " "  .-U ~ X ~ e r I r n e t h  ' 4 1- I I ' ' I 
U-X equatorial 
Atom ( R 1 d*10-~ ( N - 
Experimental 
The speciation of the complexes on ionic strength of 0.1 M (NaC104) and 25 C in the absence 
of CO2 was calculated with the computer program RAMESES . The metal concentration was 1 
mM UOz(CIO& and the PCS concentration was 50 mM. Uranium(V1) hydrolysis was considered 
in the in the calculations. 
40 
The U L in-edge spectra of the uranium(V1) complexes were measured at the Rossendorf 5.54 
Beamline using a Si(l11) double-crystal monochromator in channel-cut mode. The fluorescence 
signal was measured with a 4-pixel germanium detector. The ionization potential of the U L 1 ~ ~ -  5.04 
edge was defined as 17,185 eV. The weights of the four detector channels were calculated 
according to their statistical signal-to-noise ratios. The dead-time corrected EXAFS spectra were 4.83 
analysed by the Standard procedure, using the EXAFSPAK suite of programs and the theoretical 
scattering phases and amplitudes calculated with the scattering code FEFF6 111. 
Results and Discussion 
The raw k3-weighted U Llll-edge EXAFS of the complex systems and their corresponding Fourier 4  6 8 10 12 0 1 2 3 4 5  
transforms (FT) are shown in Fig. I and the fit results in Tab. I. During the fitting procedure the 
coordination number IN\ of the axial oxvnen of the uranvl unit was kept constant at N = 2. The k [P] R + A[A] 
1:1, 53% 14.30 0 1 2.45 18 157 
average of the  radial'^:^.^ distance be&een uranium and axial oxygen is 1.79 I 0 . 0 2  A. The 
average Debye-Waller factor is 0.002 A2. The features in the k range from 6 A" to 8 A" and the Fig. 1: Left: Raw k3-weighted EXAFS spectra of PCS complexes sorted by pH values. 
radial distance of the eauatorial oxvaen chanae with the pH values (Fig. 1). The great distance Right: Corresponding Fourier- transforms without phase corrections. 
of the equatorial oxygeG of lhe 1 : i  PCS complex at pH 4.3 indicates thatthe ca;boxylic group 
coordinates with the uranyl cation in a bidentate fashion (Tab. I). The coordination number of References 
carbon in the PCS complex is 2.4 atoms at pH 4.3. It is possible that at pH 4.3 two PCS ligands 111Zabinsky S. I., Rehr J. J., Ankudinov A., Albers R. C.. Eller M.J., Phys. Rev. B 52 2995 (1995) 
bind with the uranyl ion in a bidentate fashion. With increasing pH value, the bond distance of I21 Rossberg A., et al., Annual Report FZR-247 (January 1999), p. 53 
the equatorial oxygen decreases. 131 Baraniak L., et al., Annual Report FZR-247 (January 1999), p. 31 
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I Aimr oftlie expei4imeiit nnd scientifir background 
Orgaiiic ligands are inlierent coinponents of low- and inte~inediate level waste Tliey 
1 origiiiate froin decontaininatiiig processes in iiiiclear power stations (e.g. citric acid, oxalic 1 acids, EDTA), h m  uipnic coinpou~ids ndded io ceinent to cliange its propeities (e.g. 
I glitconic acid (Gluc)) and fioni die degadatioii of polymeric niaterials present in tlie waste / (iun excliange resiw, cellulose, bitiirnen). Tlie degsadation of cellulosic inaterials uiider I alkaline coiiditisis resiilts iii tlie foiinatioii of polyliydroxy type ligands ( P m )  siicli as a- 
I i sasncc1~~i io  acid (ISA) [I]. Uue to t l d r  stroiig comnplexing psopesties, PHL inay rediice tlie 
I saiption of radioi~iiclides on tlie rejiositosy rnatrix by several orders of rnagfii.de or enhance I flic soiubility of Uie radioiiiiclides (1iydr)oxides precipitations. Tliis miglit result in an ( cnlianced release of rndiolidides fmn tlie wnste repositoiy into the biospliere. 
I UI a first step tlle CXAIS stiidies af ROBL iiicliided twn goals: To iiivestigate L e  coniplex- 
I atiai rif TIi(IV) with ISA aiid Gluc uiider IugWy alkaline condition and to gain experience 
witli Iiow active satiiples caii be traiisportecl to ROBL (tralisport aiid import periiiissio~l). I- -- 
Experiments -F Results 
Tli sainples were prepased in a glove box by reactiiig Tli witli ISA aiid glucoiiic acid at pH 
13.3 in 0.3 M NaOH Tlie T11 concentratio~is for tlie solutions were 0.1 -6.6 inM for ISA 
i. andl-10 inM for Gliic. Tlie sainpls were tlien packed iiito 4 in1 PE cuvettes aiid tiglitly sealec 
Tlie EXAFS ineasiireinents were conducted in flnorescence inode (dilnte sainples) an 
transinittaiice inode (references). 
Figtire 1 sliows tlie radial distributioii fi~nctions of Tli-ISA aiid Th-gliiconic acid in 
coinparison witli a Tli nitrate reference solutioii. Tlie figure reveals that altliougli 
stnicturally related, tlie spectra of TIilISA aiid Tlilgluconic acid are distinctly different 
beyond tlie first coodination sliell. Data analysis saggests tliat tlie first coordination sliell 
sonsists of 10 0 atoins at distaiice of -2.4 A. Tlie second sliell of TIflSA and Tlilgliicoiiic 
3cid consists of C iieiglibooriiig atoins at -3.1 A 'aiid -3.3 A. Based oii energy 
niniinisation calculations, tliese distances are consisteiit with tlie polydendate biiiding of 
[SA aiid gluconic acid to tlie T11 central atoin. Tlie stmctiiral origiii of fiirtlier Th sliells is 
:iiriently aiialysed usiiig tlieoretical approaclies. 
j -Thlgluconic acid 
0 2 4 6 8 
Distance (A) 
Fig. 1 : Radial striictttre fiinctioiis of Th-ISA, Tli-gliicoiiic acid aiid a T11 nitrate solutioii 
Leferences 
I] Vaii Looti L.R. and Glaiis M.A. PSI-Herich1 98-07 Paul Scliesser Iiistitiit Switzerlaiid 
998. Also piiblislied as Nugru Tech~~ical Reporl NTB 97-04, Wettingeii, Switzerland 1998. 
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Carboii is aii iinporta~it iinpurity in seinicoiiductor silicoii. It can deteriorate inicroelec~oi~ic devict 
cltaracteiistics as leakag ciii~eiit aiid iniiiority cai~ier lifetiiiie or iinpiove tliein dtie to tlie 
siippressiori of exteiided defects atter iinplaiitatioii [I]. Moreoves, iinplaiitatioii of C is applied for 
tlie fonnatioii of getterii~g layers [2] or prepariiig SiC ciystallites. hi depeiideiice oii tlie coiiditioiis 
of iiiixiiig C iiito Si tlie carboii is iii different atoinic stii~ouiidiiigs. By iinplaiitatioii of C iiito Si 
tlie iinplai~ted regioii is iii a noii-eqtiilibriuin state aiid inost of tlie C atoins are assuined to 
occiipy iiiterstitial positioiis. 111 tlierinodyiiainic eqtiilibriuin tlie solubility fos C iii Si is orily 
10" to 10"' at.% C at 1200 to 1400 "C aiid tlie excess C is dissolved stibstitutioiially or tlie 
iiew pliase SiC is forined. It is I<iiowii fioiii previotis iiivestigatioiis tliat SiC foimatioii is not a 
siiigle-step process [3]. Tlie qtiestioii Iiow tlie iinplaiitatioii aiid aiiiiealiiig coiiditioiis iiifliieiice 
tlie quality of tlie SiC layer caii be oiily cleared up by sttidyiiig tlie foimatioii process in detail. 
Here we sttidied by syiiclirotroii X-ray difiactioii tlie stiaiii iii tlie ciystalliiie material (Si 
snbstiate aiid SiC particles) due to iinplaiitatioii aiid tlie fisst stages of foriniiig tlie SiC pliase 
in tlie Si lattice (details iii [4]). 
Iinplaiitatioii of C ioiis witli aii eiiergy of 195 keV iiito Si wafers Iieated tip to 800 "C resolts in 
aii elastic distortion of tlie Si Iiost lattice and iii tlie foimatioii of ciystalliiie SiC paiticles or 
tlieir prestages depeiidiiig oii iinplaiitatioii dose aiid teiiiperature. Oiily a Si lattice defoimatioii 
witliout gowtli of SiC was observed if tlie fliieiice does not exceed 5x10'~ C ioiislcin2. After 
iinplaiitatioii of C ioiis tip to 4x10'~ cin-2 at a teinperatiire of 500 "C, aggloiiieiatioiis of Si-C 
aiid aii alteied state of Si lattice deforiiiatioii are fouiid. By iinplaiitatioii of 4x10 '~  ioiis/cin2 at 
800 "C, paiticles of tlie 3C-SiC (P-SiC) pliase gow, wliicli are aligned to tlie Si inatrix [4]. 
20 (dagreel 20 (degrss) 
Figures: 011 tlie lefi - Diffractioii curves (8:28 scaiis) iii tlie viciiiity of tlie inost iiiteiise 3C- 
SiC(1 I I) reflectioii iiidicatiiig tlie foi~nation of Si-C prestages aiid ciystalliiie SiC particles. 
Corves coirespoiid to differeiit iiiiplaiitatioii coiiditioiis (flueiice in ioiis/ciii2 aiid teinperattire): 
5x10 '~  at rooiii teinperattire, 5x10'~ at 500 "C, 5x10 '~  at 800 'C, 5x10'~ at 500 
"C, + 4x1 oi7 at 500 OC, + 4x1 oi7 at 800 "C. 
011 tlie riglit - Difiactioii ciirves of tlie Si(400) reflectioii revealiiig tlie lattice straiii 
coinpoiieiit peipeiidicular to tlie sainple surface. Cliaracteristic featlires aiid tlieir iaasoii are 
inarked. 
[I] R. Lieftiiig et al., IEEE Traiisactioiis OII Electsoi~. Devices Vol. 41 No.1 ,50 (1994). 
[2] H. Woiig et al., Appl. Pliys. Lett. 52, 1023 (1988). 
P ]  M. Degticiii; M. Kitabatake, T. Hkao, N. ~ r a i ,  T. Iztiiiii, Jap. J. Appl. Pliys. 31,343 (1992). 
141 F. EicliRoi~i, N. Scliell, W. Matz, R. Kögler, J.Appl.Pliys. 1999 (accepted for ptiblicatioii) 
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Carboii is an hnpoitaiit iiiipiu-ity in seinicoiiductor silicoii. It caii deteiiorate inicroelectronic device 
cliaracteiistics as leakage ciiireiit and iniiioiity canier lifetiine or iinprove tlieiii diie to tlie 
stippressioti oF extelided defects aBer iinplaiitation [I]. Moreover, iniplaiitatioii of C is applied for 
tlie foirriation of gettetiiig layers [2] or peparhig SiC ciystallites. Iii depeiideiice oii tlie conditions 
of rnixiiig C iiito Si t l~e carboii is in different atoinic su~~orutdings. By iinplantatioii of C iiito Si 
tlie iinpiaiited regioii is in a non-eqtlilibritiin state aiid inost of tlie C atoms are assuined to 
ocaipy iiiteistitid positiais. 111 tlierinodyiiainic ecpilibriiiin tlie soliibility for C iii Si is oiily 
10" to 104 at.% 6 tit 1200 to 1400 "G aiid tlie excess C is dissohed substitittioiially or tlie 
new plme SiC is forined. It is kiiowii froin previons itivestigatioiis tliat SiC foimatioii is not a 
siiigle-step process [33. Tlie qiiestioii liow tlie iinplaiitatioii aiid aiuiealiiig conditions influence 
tlte quaIity of tlie SiC layer caii be oirly cleared up by studying tlie foiinatioii piacess iii detail. 
Heiz we studied By sytrcltmtrnit X-ray difiacfioii the straiii in tlie ciystalline material (Si 
substratc aiid SiC particles] diie to iiiiplantatioit aiid tlie first stages of foriniiig tlie SiC pliase 
Iit tlie SI lnttice (details iii [4]). 
Iinplaiitatioii of C ioiis witli an energy of 195 keV into Si wafers Iieated iip to 800 "C resiilts in 
an elastic distortioii of tlie Si Iiost lattice aiid in tlie forinatioii of ciystalline SiC particles or 
tlieir prestages depeiidiiig oii iinplantation dose and teinperatiire. Oiily a Si lattice defoimation 
witliout growtli of SiC was obsei~ed if tlie fliience does not exceed 5x1 0" C ionslcin2. M e r  
iinplantatioii of C ions up to 4x10'~ at a teinperatiire of 500 "C, aggloinerations of Si-C 
aiid an altered state of Si lattice defoiinatioii are found. By iinplantation of 4x10 '~  ions/cin2 at 
800 "C, pasticles of tlie 3C-SiC (P-SiC) pliase grow, wliicli are aligned to tlie Si inatrix [4]. 
20 (dagrea) 20 (dagrsa) 
Figiires: 011 tlie lefi - Difiaction coi-ves (8:28 scans) in tlie vicinity of tlie inost inteiise 3C- 
SiC(I1 I) reflectioii indicatiiig tlie foiinatioii of Si-C pestages aiid ciystalline SiC paiticles. 
Ciiives coi~espoiid to different iinplaiitatio~i coiiditioiis (flueiice in ioiis/cin2 aiid teinperatlire): 
5x10'~ at rooin teinperatiire, 5x10'' at 500 "C, 5x10i5 at 800 "C, 5xI0'%t 500 
"C, + 4x10'~ at 500 "C, + 4x10i7 at 800 "C. 
011 tlie riglit - Difiaction ciiives of tlie Si(400) reflectioii revealiiig tlie lattice strain 
coinponeiit peiyeiidici~lar to tlie sainple surface. Cliaracteristic featiires aiid tlieir reasoii are 
inarked. 
[I] R. Liefting et al., IEEE Traiisactions oii Elechoii. Devices Vol. 41 No.1 ,50 (1994). 
[2] H. Wong et al., AppI. Riys. Lett. 52, 1023 (1988). 
[3] M. Deguchi; M. Kitabatake, T. Hirao, N. ~ r a i ,  T. Iziiini, Jap. J. Appl. Pliys. 31,343 (1992). 
[4] F. Eiclhoi~i, N. Scliell, W. Matz, R. Kögler, J.Appl.Pliys. 1999 (accepted for pubiicatioii) 
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Report: 
For inultilayer (ML) systeiiis sliowing giatit inagnetoresistaiice it is of iiiterest to stiidy layei 
atid iriterfacial poperties [1],[2]. Two types of sainples witli different layer tliichiesses of 
Co- aiid Cii-layers: Si/SiO~/8x[Co(4iiin)/Cii(4iiin)] (Co/Cu-ML 8x[4/4]) and 
Si/Si0214x[Co(8iiin)/Cii(8iuii)] (CoICu-ML 4x[8/8]) were iiivestigated in tlie 'as-deposited' 
state. Tlie MLs were prepared by crossed beain piilsed laser depositioii (CB PLD) tecluiique. 
Tlie layer propeities like tliickness, inass deiisity aiid iiiterface rougluiess of tlie different 
sainples were studied usiiig speciilar X-ray reflectioii (XRR). Tlie Iiigli brilliance aiid tiiiiable 
wavelengfli of tlie syiiclirotroii radiatioii at ROBL allowed to iinprove tlie low coiitrast for 
tliis material coiiibiiiatioii by setting tlie X-ray waveleiigtli to tlie absoiptioii edge of one of 
tlie layer inaterials. Diie to tlie sinall divergeiice aiid tlie Iiigli iiiteiisity of tlie incideiit beain 
tlie angular resolutioii of tlie detected beain coiild be inatclied to resolve adequateiy tlie ML 
Bragg peaks and tlie Kiessig friiiges. Tlie decrease of iiiteiisity could be followed over seveii 
xders. Tlie speciilar XXR were ineasured OII botli types of sainples at tlie K-edge eiiergy of 
Uo (7.708 keV) aiid Cii (8.974 keV), respectively. Witli two iiidependent data Sets of eacli 
iainple, tlie acciiracy of tlie resiilts, obtained froin tlie siinulatioii codes REFSIM (Sieineiis) 
iiridlor RIIFS (Bede Scieiitific), could be iiiiproved by a cross-check of tlie fitted values. 
3esides inass deiisity @) aiid tliickiiess (4 of tlie layers, we get tlie i~ns-roliglmess valiies 
oRMS) of the surface and tlie ML iiiteifaces. Tlie quality of tlie fits (see Fig. 1) codd be 
inproved by iiitrodiicing a copper oxide cappiiig layer. Fiiitlier was found tliat tlie first Co- 
ayer on tlie substrate aiid tlie last Cu-layer oii tlie top differ in tlieir paraineters froin tlie otlier 
ayers wliicli could be siiniilated as CoICu-stack by a coininoii paraineter set. Table 1 sliows 
Iie results obtaiiied froin MLs of two different cliarges botli prepared by CB PLD. 
Table 1 Siiiirilatioii results of two cliarges of CoICu-MLs 
( layer tliickness d = dc,+ dc„ , p - inass deiisity , OnMs - ims-rougliiiess) 
1 " " " " " " I  
lncidsnl anale 11 Ided 
incidenl angle 0 (dsg) 
;ig. I Measured (tliick liiies) aiid siinulated (tliiii lines) angular depeiideiice of speculare reflectivity of 
:o/Cu-MLs. (CoICu-h4L 4x[8/8] oii tlie left, CoICu-ML 8x[4/4] oti tlie riglit) 
tesults 
11 tlie 'as-deposited' state tlie MLs, obtaiiied by CB PLD teclmique, Iiave an exteiided CoICii 
iiteiface. However, tlie oMs-roi~gliiiess, especially for tlie Cii-layers, varies stroiigly witli tlie 
lepositioii conditioiis. Tlie tliickiiess excess aiid tlie liiglier o~~s-roi~gliiiess of tlie Co-layers 
re also dependeiit oii preparatioii. 
ieferences ' 
11 D. E. Joyce , C.A. Faiiiice, P. J. Griindy, B. D. Fiiltlioipe, T.P.A. Hase, I. Pape, B. K. 
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blltrafitie-gtaitied (IiFti) inaterials witli a ineaii gi'aiii size of soine IOOiun, prepared by equal 
cliatr~el engtifar extiusioii (RCAEj fioni cc~iii~~act iiiaferial are of a Beat interest for 
ttieotetiüal aiitl expeiiirieiital iitvestiga:atiolis due to tlieir oiitstandiiig pliysical properties. Tliey 
sliow a very Iiigli yieltl stress atid tnicrol~artitiess iii comparison witli co~iveiitional 
plycrystaiti~rc sailiples. IIowevcr, tlie striictiire aiid tlie defects, respotisible for the 
nicdia~iic:il belirivioi~r, are noti-stable agaiiist tliennal treatinent. Co~~espoiidiiig to tIie 
ap$icatiat~ fields of the iriaterials, also tlie stability agaiiist cyclic defonnation at different 
teliiperatuws sliciuld be ii~vcstigated. 
To cany out fatigue experiinents, sainples witli a rectangular Cross section were cut from 
UFG nickel billets of 99.99% purity. Tlie loading axis of tlie sainples was parallel to ECAE 
die axis. 
Tlie cyclic plastic defoi~natioii of tlie sainples was perfoirned at rooin telnperatnre and at 
200°C in a servoliydraulic inaterials testing inacliiiie at a constaiit plastic strain ainplitiide 
E„= 5 10"'. A cyclic softening was observed till tlie stress ainplitude G" reinained nearly 
coiistant. As expected, an decreased witli increasing defoimation teinperature. To aclieve a 
synunetric plastic strain ainplitude, in tlie tension half cycle a Iiiglier ainount of maxiinum 
stress was reqiiired tliaii in tlie coinpressioii half cycle. 
Tlie grain structure was observed ~isiiig tlie orientation contrast in a scanning electron 
inicroscope. No significant clianges of tlie giaiii size distribution were detected after tlie 
cyclic defonnation. 
Measure~nents of X-ray diffractioii profiles were perfomed at tlie sync11.rotron radiation 
beainline ROBL of tlie Forsclit~~igszeiit~'~i~n Rosse dorf at tlie European Synclirotron Facility 
iii Grenoble. Tlie basic iiistriiinent was a 6-circle goiiioineter. Applying ~nonoclxo~natic 
sy~iclirotron radiatioii witli aii energy of 8.05 keV, tlie iiistriiineiital broadening was negligible 
in coinparisoii witli tlie straiii iiiduced broadening of tlie profiles ineasured at tlie W G  
sainples. 
To estiinate tlie spectrinn of inteirial strains, difffaction profiles were ineasiired for different 
{M}-types of lattices planes parallel to tlie sainple siirface. Froin tlie sliape clianges of tlie 
profiles one caii conclude tliat tlie widtli of tlie strain spectrutn is rediiced by tlie cyclic plastic 
defoi~nation especially for Iiiglier tenipei'atiires tlioiigli iio reciystallisatioii occurs. Taking into 
accouiit tlie variation of tlie profile sliape witli tlie {likl)-type of tlie reflection as well as tlie 
dependence of tlie profile position on tlie ineasuring direction, loiig-range granular Stresses 
slioiild be present. Tlie inean dislocatioii deiisity, calcidated on tlie basis of tlie Krivoglaz- 
Wilkens tlieory, was foiind to be cowelated witli tlie defoimatioii state of tlie sainples. 
Pi.0~. EPDIC-6, Augtist 22 - 25, 1998, Budapest - Iliingaiy, p. 61 (a fidl lengfli paper will to 
be pnblislied in Md. Sci. I;oru~ii) 
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Soine inetsls like niobiinn can dissolve large a~nounts of Iiydrogeii, up to coiicentsatio~is of one H 
atom per Nb atoin. Hydrogen is tliereby located in tlie Nb Iiost Mice  oii tetraliedral interstitial sites 
snd expaiids tlie lattice isotropically. 'i'lie resultiiig long range displaceinent field causes an indirect 
elastic iiiteractioit betweeii tlie H ntoins. In tliin Nb Iayers oii sappliire, elastic displacemeiits are 
iiiffue~iced by tlie filtn surface as welI as by tlie inteiface betweeii film and subshate. It is well 
kilowii tliat foi' low H coiice~itratioiis diiii epitactically growii Nb films will expand only 
pcipendicular to tlie suiface. Witli Iiiglier loading pressures a lateral anisotropic lattice expansion 
will also result. 
Tlie nini of our measuremeiits at ROBL was to obseive tlie cross over from one dimensional to tlnee 
ditnensional Iattice expansioii by ineasuriiig tlie lattice parameters under in-situ coiiditioiis and to 
detetinine the degree of anisoh'opy of tlie lattioe expansioii in dependaiice of tlie H coiitent. 
Tlie lattice paranieter in tlie growtli directioii is measured by conventional Bragg diffractioii; tlie 
lateral Mice  parameters are accessible under grazing incideiice aiid exit angles (GID). Speculai 
reflectivity under smaI1 angles sliows tlie cliange iii film tliickness as well as interface rougliness at 
tlie cross over fsom oiie to tliree diinensioiial expansion. 
Previous ineasurements sliowed tliat loading tlie sample witli Iiydogeii causes an irseversible cliaiige 
in its inoiphology. Tlius, it is absolutely necesstuy to keep tlie sample in a coiistant environment aiid 
ta alIaw all tlii'ee nieastiritig modes (Bragg, GID, reflectivity) at tlie Same time. In order to acliieve 
tliosc deiiiaiiding conditio~is a specially adapted UHV cliainber for tlie ROBL six-circle- 
diffractonieter was constructed. It allows in-sihi II loading witliout reshicting tlie necessaiy 
diffiactoiiietcr's degiees of fieedoin. 
rwo sample systems witli different Nb film tliicknesses were available. Botli were covered witli a 
wotecting layei' of palladiuin appr. 100 A tliick. Tlie samples were exposed to H pressures from 0.1 
o 50.0 mbar at: teinperatures betweeii 200 'C and 300 "C. Tlie Nb f i lm were (1 10) oriented. Witli a 
,cintillation Counter angular aiid radial scans were measured around tlie Bragg reflexes (1 10), (110), 
1'2) and (002). 
rlie data evaluation is not yet complete. Howevei; tlie followiiig figurec for tlie appr. 750 A tliick Nb 
ihn sliow as typical exatnples tlie clianges of tlie data cuives witliout H atmospliere aiid witli 50 
nbar H ahnosphere. 
Figure 1. Fieure 2. 
Figiire 1 to tlie left sliows tlie Bragg measuremeiit in radial directiou around Nb (110). Tlie H 
itiduced sliift of tlie Bragg reflex coirespoiids to a relative lattice expansioii of 4 %. Wliile tlie 
~nloaded sample sliows so called Laue fiiiiges (wliicli seive as a measure for tlie ciystalline quality 
3f tlie film), tliey are iio lo~iger ecognizable in tlie loaded sample. Figure 2 to tlie riglit shows tlie 
;liange in specular reflectivity after H loading md tliereby reveals tlie cliaiige in film tliichess. 
Figure 3. 
'igure 3 above sliows tlie lattice expansioii in two lateral ciystallograpluc directioiis, vestically 
xiented to eacli otlier (GID data). Tlie relative lattice expansioii in (110) is 2.4 %, in (002) direction 
l.8 %. 
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Nanociystalliiie iiiaterials Iiave attsacted coiisidesable iiiterest, tlien tlie reduced size of tlie 
ciystallites caiises cliaages in tlieir optical, ineclianical aiid tlte~modynainic propeities witli 
resyect t(3 tlie bitlk material. In tlie case of silicon carbide, wliicli is one of tlie inost proinisiiig 
seii~icotidtictoi iiiatciials for Iiigli tempeiattire, liigh-freqency, atid liiglipower electi'oiiic 
devrccs, it itas beai sliowr; receiitly tliat ioti iiiiplaiitatioii can stiintilate tlie processes of 
t~ticlcariciri aitd gain growtli [lJ. Tlieiefore, in tliis iiivestigation tlie crystallization process in 
depeiideiice on the iinplaittatioii parameters was studied iii detail. 
Siligle-ciystallitie (cf Ci-I-91C wafers witli 3S0 off-axis (0001) oiientation were used as 
stifrstrate inatciial. Aii 1.8 pin tliick aitioiylious surface layer was geiierated by a 5 MeV Sit 
iitt~~lrcrrtatloii at rooin tetttperature. Lly 300 keV AI-iinplaiitatioii tlie reciystallization was 
stliitrrfafed 111 a 400 ti~n thick surface layer. *FIie irtiltfantation parametess were vaiied in a dose 
iaiigc Il.m 34 toi5 to 3.i 10" ~ l / c i ~ i '  at iteiiiperatiires froiii 300 to 700 "C. Sy~iclii.otron x-ray 
diftiaction was irsetl to asceitaiii tlie inarpliolo~ and grain size of tlie reciystallized siirfaee 
layas. Uiie to tlie Itrw rlivcrgetice of tlte syiicl~otroir beaiii it was possible to restiict the 
peiietration deptli of tlie X-rays to less tliaii 0.5 pin by graziiig incidence. In tliis case, only 
reflectioiis froin tlie polyciystalline siirface layer coiitribcite to tlie diffractioii signal. 
In Fig. 1 tlie diffraction pattenis (dotted cuive) of sainples as-ainoipliized and iinplanted witli 
3 X 1 017 Al/cin2 at 300 "C are sliown. After Al-iinplantatioii tlie sliape of tlie difiaction cnrve 
cliatiges and diffractioii peaks typical fos polyciystalline material appear. Obviously, 
reciystallizatioii occiirs already at an iinplaiitatioii teinperature of 300 "C, well below tlie SiC 
tliemal seciystallizatioii teinperattise of about 800 "C 121. Tliis cleaily deinonstrates tliat ion 
beain ii~adiatioii strongly eiiliaiices tlie kinetics of tlie ainoiplio~is to polyciystalline pliase 
traiisition in SiC. Tlie ineas~ired diffractioii ciirve sliows a veiy good correspoiidence witli tlie 
3C-powder diffractioii data. In paiticular, nearly identical inteiisity ratios of tlie difiaction 
peaks are obseived. Tlieiefore, it caii be assuined tliat raiidoinly oriented graiiis of 3C-SiC 
polytype are formed duriiig Ai-iinplaiitatioii. Fsoin widtli of tlie diffractioii peaks an average 
gain size of 9 iiiii was detei~niiied. Fi~i~liei~nore, 3C-SiC ciystals witli aii expaiided lattice 
(Ada-0.014) were observed (see slioiilders at sinalles difiaction aiigles). Tliis inay be caused 
by lattice defects diie to tlie reciystallizing iinplaiitatioii process. 
140 I Ex~erimenlal resulb: I Fig.1 
as amorphized 
. 3x,oj7 Ai,cm2 at 300 X-ray (h=0.154 nin) difiaction I 
Powder Dilfraclion File; I patte~ll~ for gra~illg incidence 
3C-SiC 
(0.35") of saniples as- 
ainorpliized and iinplanted 
witli 3 X loi7 Al/cm2at 300°C. 
Tlie tlieoietical powder 
diffsactioii patteilis of 3C-SiC 
aiid GH-SiC are plotted for 
20 (degree) coinparisoii. 
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fhe experiments at ROBL led to an article submitted to J. Appl. Phys. under the title 
Tenaile and campreaslve interfa~e stress in CulNl and AulNi multllayers 
K.O. Schweitzal, J. ~rattigar*), J. Chevallier"), R. Feidenhans'lb), M.M. Nielsen b), 
F.B. Rasmussen bl, W.  atz C' and N. Schell 
"lnstitute of Physlcs and Astmnomy, University of Aarhus, DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark 
b' Condensed Matter Physics and Chemistry Department, Risn National Laboratory, 
DK-4004 Roskilde, Denmark 
C~%rschungsrenfrum Rossendorf, 0-01314 Dresden, Gemany 
In thls Paper, we present studies of the interface stress in a multilayer with cohereni 
Interfaces, CulNi, and In AulNi multllayers with incoherent interfaces, The <lllz-textured 
multllayers were deposited by use of DC-magnetron sputtering and bulk and interface 
stresses wer@ obtained from X-ray diffraction and measurements of substrate curvatures. 
The Interface stress in CulNi multilayers was found to be 0.77k0.19 J/m2, i.e. a fensile 
nterfaee stress in a metallic, multllayer. The coherentlincoherent transltion in CulNi 
nultllayars is observed at a critical bilayer repeat length of about 10.5 nm, in agreement 
~ l t h  t eory. 
The interface stress in AuINi multilayers is found to be compressive, in agreement with 
theory, but the value of -8.46k0.99 J/m2 is much larger than both the prediction by theory 
and more than twice as large as values reported for other systems. For the sample having 
the smallest repeat length, interface roughness and lattice Parameters show, that this 
sample has weakly cumulative interfaces and a strong coherency effect, in contrast to 
samples with larger repeat lengths. This may explain the observed deviation of the interface 
stress. 
In both systems, the high level of strain makes it necessary to include third-order stiffness 
coefficients in calculating the stress in the strong .c l l  I>-textured CulNi and AulNi- 
multilayers. 
The following figure shows as an example GlXRD diffractograms (gracing incidence X-ray 
diffraction) at the six-circle diffractometer of ROBL for CulNi multilayers of four different 
bilayer repeat lengths. (The filled spheres, filled triangles, opened spheres and opened 
triangles represent bilayer repeat lengths of 5.6 nm, 40.5 nm, 14.8 nm and 23.1 nm, resp. 
The lines are fittings by use of Voigt peaks.) 
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HcpoiJ 
f"m ttitilttiityei (Mf .) systeiiis sliowiiig giaiit inagiietotesistance it is of iiiterest to stiidy layei 
a id z~ttcthcral pmpcrttcs [ I  1, [X] Two typcs oF satnples witlt diffeieiit layei tliickiiesses of 
C ' c r -  aiitl h-l,tycia StilSifl2l8~/f"o~rltiiii~C'ti(4iiin)) aiid S I / S ~ Q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ( ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ / C ~ I ~ ~ I I I ~ I ) ~  weie 
iirucsttpntcd r i t  tltc 3 s  dcpwtctl' stitft: ;ttirli aflet tettipeiiiig at 50OQC.' fin 211. Tlie ML were 
p i q ~ i c d  ttli uiowtl I~c,~iii pirtscd faset dcli«sttron fC'B PLI>) tecltaqiie Tfre Iayci ptopeities 
f~kc tlrickirc<s aiid rirtciFacc ittti~!iiiicss trf tlie tl~ffcre~it sainp1es wcie stiidied iisitrg speciilai 
r111tl iiriii-+pcri&ir X icttcstt»ir fXKKl 'k Iirph biillia~icc aiid ttriiable wavelctigth uf ttie 
w i ~ l ~ r t i h o i ~  ~.tdt,ifim J$ RftfJ1 . i lbw!tt SI, ~ I ~ I J ~ I O V C  tlie Inw cniitiasf fni tliis iiiateiial 
L < I I I I ~ ~ I I ~ , ~ ~ ~ I W  h sctbt~g ~ I I C  X-LB'C u ~ ~ F c I c H ~ ~ E ~  f~ tlie absorptioii edge of otic (6 tlie Iayer 
iiiatcir,~b fluc to tfic vital! rtt\cigcitri* t*f tlic iriciticlent L ~ a t ~ r  aiid by risc rif a siiflicicntly sinall 
I ~ L C I V I I I ) ~  i~pctttw t3ir ,rrxpif,~t rcsoltttiun rit tiic dckctcd lmtir cnirltf bc tnd~cltcd fo icsitlve 
atkc~traiel\ tlie spcitti,tt pedk trotit ~ E I C  tfift~vc scattct~l~g fhc litplt iiitcits~ty ~f fIie bcaiii 
~ l t c w q  t i a  II\C,IWC t k  ~11~11ifwtio1i of ~ I I C  rirffiize scatk~cd tiileiistt~ nwi wide ~cgiti~is rrf tlie 
I C L ~ ~ I O C ~  T ~ c C  i \ ~ z i m t t ~ ~  t h t ~ I I C  ttwpllliczq ulritclitie of sir~facc a d  iiitafaccs iit tlie 
il:( 51-Mf + W wEtiitrcill~ .;elt=,il-tim it r ~ i t  k deser&& besirfes the inis-toiiglii~ess n~ht.; hy 
' w ~ ~ * \ i f J ~ t i ~ , ~ l  p .~wt\cta* IH ~ ~ I I A ' ~  tcptesc~ttatw ~f tlie lieiglitlei~lit autocoliefattoir 
t l ~ ~ l ~ t u ' t k  t k  COIWI ihm fst~vth C! md Ihe h s t  puaineler Ir cliatactert7e 
tlie lateral cut-off leiigtli and tlie sorface jaggyliess, respectively. Froin col~erence effects i 
tlie diffuse scatteriiig, occiiriiig in MLs, tlie roiiglitiess coirelatioii between tlie layers caii 1: 
estiinated and by tliis tlie part of tlie coirelated rougliness (oco~) iiicluded iii o~s-roiigluiez 
( ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ = ~ c o ~ ~ + ~ " ~ c o ~ ~ )  is quantified. 
Table 1 sliows tlie resiilts obtaiiied (iisiiig Bede REFS Code) &oin tlie two typs of tlie C: 
PLD-prepared MLs in tlie 'as-deposited' state and aftei teinperiiig . 
Table 1 Siiiiulation results for tlie CoICu MLs iii tlie 'as-deposited' state aiid &er teinperiiig 
'as-deposited' I after teinperiiig at 500°C 211 
Additioiially, froin tlie positioii of tlie Yoneda peaks (see Fig. 1) tlie critical angle Bc of tlie 
surface layer is well defiiied, It caii be iised foi deter~niiiatioii of tlie inass density p iisiiig tlie 
relation Oc oc &I. 
type 
4x[8/8] 
8x[4/4]'Co2.3 
48 1 DiiXise sculterilig (tiai~sveisule scails) of ColCu 4x[8/8]-MLs in tlie '8s-deposited' state (oii tlie le. 
iid aRcr teiiipeiitiy at 500°C for 111 (ori the light). (iiieasured curves - tliick lilies; si~iiulatioiis - tliiii liiies) 
tesults 
Vlieieas iii tlre "as-deposited ' stak tlie strirctare of tlie interface is cliaracterized by a Iiigli 
iggiiess, wliich rneans tllat tlie s'actal diineiisioi~ (D= 3 -11) reaclies values of aboiit 2.75, 
ftei tetiipmkig tlie interface is sinootlied atid tlie lateral conalatioii leiigtli is drastically 
lior?ened. 'Tliis is acconipaiiied by a iediiciiig of tlie roiiglitiess coiifoimity. 
w.4~ 
(nin) 
Co 1.4 
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Report 
The oxidation behaviour of metals at elevated temperatures became of paramouni 
mportance, since it is of interest in many domains of material science ana 
ndustrial engineering, It is now essential to control high temperature oxidation and 
:herefore to investigate the kinetics of the growth of oxide films of the differenf 
material systems. Grazing X-Ray Reflectometry for exemple allows to determine 
he thicknesses of thin layers on a substrate by interference of the reflected X-Ray 
~ e a m  from ceveral Angstrom up to several hundred nanometers. In our 
3xperiments we investigated the oxidation behaviour of an polished XC15-steel 
;amples to show the interest of this method. After isothermal heating of the 
;amples the thicknesses of the oxide layers were determined in function of the 
ieating time. This allowed to kinetics of oxide growth in function of heating 
ernperature. 
The oxidized samples were oxidized at 300% in the laboratory LMCM at ENSAI: 
in Strasbourg. At ROBL, the samples were mounted on the goniometer anc 
specular and diffuse reflectivity was measured under atmospheric pressure an( 
room temperature. Figure 1 shows the specular reflectivity curve of the the XClf 
steel samples in function of heating time. By simulation, we determined the oxide 
layer thickness in function of heating time and so the oxidation kinetics of the stee 
Fig I.  Reflectivity curves Fig 2. Oxidation kinetic 
Ve observe in Figure 2 two different regions of oxidation behaviour. In the first 
one a logarithmic growth can be observed. After a breakaway at about 70mn 
xidation time, a parabolic growth behaviour can be observed. This two different 
ones correspond to two different oxidation behaviour. The breakaway is due to the 
hange of the oxidation mechanism. This results could be reproduced on a 
iboratory X-ray source and confirmed the existing theories of high temperature 
xidation of metals. 
iiffuse reflectivity measurements results were compared to AFM measurements on 
ie Same samples and confirmed the experimental results obtained by diffuse 
RR. 
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Repolt: 
Silicoii caihidc is weli kiiowii as a wide band gap seinicoiidiictor witl~ a Iiigli tlieixial aiid 
rlrcriiical strtltiIity for iealiziiig elcetioiiic devices for Iiigli fieqiieircy, higli power aiid Iiigli 
teitipematiile alrpficatiotis. fort iiitplaiitatioii of C iiito Si is a siiitable inetliod for syiitliesiziiig 
Stt' In tlirs expejititciit tlte f«riiiaticrii of S C  ciysfallites is studied if tlie voliiine 
eoriccritiatiaii of C' is Beat 0 45 of the stoiciiioiridiic vahe aftei iiiipIalltatioii of 4x10 '~   in-^ 
t' rum wtli aii crrcigy d" I95 kcV at 500 'C or HO0 Ot'. Tlte growii pariicles were ideiitified 
as ctibic 34' lirtiytyf~e ctystatlites by X-iiry difiactioii; aiid tlie straiti in tlie Si inatrix atid its 
chiigcs weie follt>wed fsce iepoit to tlie W U T ,  expcriineiit 20-0Q01). Fii~tfieimore tlie 
oiieitl;itiu~t x,4attcm bcfwccii tlic Iati~ce of tlie S E  jinitlcles aiid tlic Si tnabix is deteiaiiiied by 
tltc aricasiiiarieiit of iecipictcni space aiaps (RSM) of syitunetric SiC(OO2) - Si(004) and 
;t~yrriticfir- SsC'f l 13) Si (1 13) ieflcctrort palis An arieiitalioii aligtimeiit of tlie cubic axes 
ctf tlic SiC ctystaihks ttr the bit inatirx is cwifittr-ied 
Fig. I sliows tlie RSM iiear tlie SiC(OO2) iaflectioii for Si(001) wafers iinplanted witli 4x10'~ 
c ~ n - ~  C ioiis witli aii eiiergy of 195 keV. Tlie ceiitre of tlie Si(004) reflection lies at qpO aiid 
q~.=46.3 tun-', For iinplaiitatioii at tlie lower teinperatiire of 500 "C tlie ciibic axes of tlie SiC 
ciystallites ai-e orientated witli a iiearly isotropic spead (FWHM = 4.5 O) parallel to Si [001] 
directioii. 
A Iiiglier voliiine palt of SiC giows duriiig carboii iinplaiitation at 800 'C - tlie inaxiinutn 
iiiterisity of tlie SiC(002) iiiterisity is 3.5 tiiiies Iiiglier tliari iii the fonner case. Fiirtlieimore, a 
iiiore coinplex distributioii is found (riglit Iiaiid side of Fig. 1): Tlie inajority of ciystallites is 
Iiiglily aligned witli a spread of 2.5 O isotropically distribiited ai'oiiiid [001] sliowii by tlie 
syimnetric top of tlie SiC peak, wliereas tlie ininority is anisotropically distribiited aroiiiid tliis 
axis witli prefereiices iiito tlie <I 11> directioiis (streaks at tlie bottoin of tlie SiC peak). 
q pirallel (l/nm) q parallel ( Ihm)  
Rg. 1 ' 
Reciprocal space inaps iiear tlie SiC(002) reflectioii for Si wafers iinplanted witli 4x1 017 cin" 
C* witli an energy of 195 keV at 500 'C (oii tlie lei.) or 800 "C (oii tlie riglit), respectively. 
Tlie isoiiiteiisity liiies are cliooseii iii a logaritlitnic scale, tlie biilk oiies coi~esponds to 512 
cowts aiid 2048 coiiiits per 3 sec. 
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Report: 
The technical alloy Ti-6AI-4V (wt.-%) was implanted with nitrogen in order to 
enhance surface hardness. The as-received alloy has a duplex structure, where the 
main component is the hexagonal a-phase. The cubic ß-phase as the minor 
component is stabilised by V. The beam line implantation of N at 80 keV produces 
a Gaussian depth distribution with the centre ai 130 nrn and a FWHM af abaut 120 
nm. From laboratory X-ray diffraction it was found that for doses >3x10q7 ~ ' l c m ~  
the TiN phase is formed. The aim of the experiment was to check the correlation 
between nitrogen depth distribution and formation range of TiN. Because of the 
shallow profile one needs low incidence angles and low divergence of the beam. 
A sample implanted with a dose of 6x10'~ ~ + / c m ~  was investigated in grazing 
incidence technique with incidence angles from 0.3" to 8". At li. = 0,154 nm the 
intensity in the angular range 20 = 32"-47" was recorded. Bragg reflections from all 
3 interesting phases are located in this range. The figure shows the 2D intensity 
plot of the measurements. Note, that the angle 1 depth -scales are not linear. 
We were not successful in correcting the data for the penetration depth. The 
intensity is always the accumulated scattering for the given angle of incidence. For 
this reason the calculated penetration depth of the X-rays using the density of 
Ti6A14V of 4 43 glcm3 is given as the right scale of the figure. Existing correction 
procedures [1,2] assume a multilayer structure with flat, sharp interfaces. In the 
case of the implantation profile one has a smooth change in the concentration and 
obviously also in the phase content. 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the obtained data. 
The ion implantation destroys most of the crystallinity of the alloy near the 
surface. 
The lattice of the a-Ti-phase is expanded in the implantation region. At greater 
depth (bulk region) the peak positions are shifted to higher Bragg angles. 
The TiN phase is formed in the region of partially amorphous material. The 
maximum of the Bragg reflections of the base alloy were observed in a depth 
three times higher than the maximum if TiN. The destroyed lattice of the alloy is 
one prerequisite for forming crystalline TiN directly during implantation without 
further annealing. 
The strong line broadening for TiN peaks indicates small crystallites in all depths. 
The estimated crystallite size is about 5-6 nm. 
The apparent maximum of TiN phase is about two times deeper than the 
maximum of N implantation. This is an effect of the accumulation of intensity. It is 
necessary to adapt depth correction procedures to smooth distribution functions 
rather than step like functions. 
2 8 (degree) 
[ I ]  P. Predecki, Powder Diffraction, 8 (1993) 122 
121 Jian Luo, Kun Tao, Thin Solid Films, 279 (1996) 53 
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Zr-Ti-Ai-Cu-Ni alloys belong to tlie fainily of new iniilticoinponent inetallic glasses witli 
extended siipercooled liquid region wliicli can be obtained not only by rapid quenclung biit 
also by sslow cooling h i n  tlie inelt. Tliis allows preparation of tliin ribbons as well as of bidk 
glassy sainples. Tlie qiiestion wetlier or not stnictiiral differences exist in tlie ainorphoiis state 
lue to diEerent cooling rate could be aiiswered by tlie difiactioii ineasurents. Fig. 1 
coinpares tlie X-ray diffi.action pattems of ainoiplious ZrS7Ti5Cii20Al10Ni8 alloy obtained by 
rapid qiiencliing and by copper inold casting. Sinall differences in tlie scattering ciiive 
indicate a soinewl~at Iiiglier degree of order in tlie slowly cooled sainple. These differences 
ne siinilar to tliat diiring annealing of tlie rapidly qiienclied material. Tlie sainple prepared by 
:opper inold casting coirespoiids to a relaxed ainoiplioiis state. 
knnealing at elevated teinperatiires allows strticttiral investigations of tlie progress of 
:iystallization aiid the developinent of stable or inetastable iianoscale pliases froin tlie 
ilipeiaooled liquid. Tliis offers tlie possibility to prodiice biilk iiaiioscale inaterials or 
moipIious/nano(qiiasi)ciystalliiie pliase inixti~res by ciystallization. Aino~plious 
Sr6z-sTi,Ct~zoAlloNig with 3 at% Ti forines quasiciystals as tlie first Stage of ciystallizatioii 
'11. Witli increasing Ti content tlie foimatioii of naiio-qiiasiciystals was coiicluded froin 
:ig. 1: Coinparison of diffractioii patteins of Fig. 2 : Diffraction pattems of as-quenclied 
unoiy boiis Zr57TisCu2~Al ,~Nis  and annealed states Ziiz,Ti,Ci~zoAii~Nis 
,oiiventional X-ray diffractioii ineas~ireinents [I]. Fig. 2 sliows tlie obtained diffractioi 
~attems for tlie alloys witli 5at% and 7.5at% Ti in tlie as-qiienclied state as well as afie 
nnealing above tlie first ciystallization peak in DSC. Tlie XRD of tlie annealed states ari 
Iiaracterized by an increase of tlie intensities of tlie first aiid tlie second inaxiininn b ~ i  
troiigly broadened. TJie fonnatioii of an ultrafine nanostructiired state 2-3 iiin in size caii bc 
oncliided froin tlie difiactioii ciiives for Ti conteiit 25 at.%. Tliere are oiily sinall difference: 
etween 5at% Ti aiid 7.5at%Ti content. Tlie calculated difference clirves between tlic 
nnealed state and tlie as-quenclied state, also sliowii in Fig. 2, indicate clearly tliat tlic 
iructure of tlie iianopliase is different froin tlie qiiasiciystalline state obtained for 3at% Ti 
he position of inaxiina in tlie differeiice ctirve are in agreeineiit witli a fcc structlire. T1ic 
iffraction ctirves point to still existing ainoiylioiis pliase. Fiiiflier experimeiits incliidiiig 
raiisinissioii Electroii Microscopy aiid Neutron Sinall Angle Scatteriiig work and are ir 
reparation to get additional infoi~nations oii tlie inicrostiacture of tlie annealed sainples. 
] L.Q.Xiiig, J.Eckeif, W. Löser, L.Scliiiltz: Higli-strengtli inaterials poduced by 
recipitatioii of icosaliedral qiiasiciystals in bulk Zr-Ti-Co-Ni-Al ainoiplious alloys, 
ppl.Pliys.Lett, Vo1.74, No. 5,(1999) 664-666 
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Repoit: 
Preliiniiiaiy diffractioii measureineiits at fiilly processed inultifilaineiitaiy Bi-2223lAg 
siipercoiidiictors were perfoiined at ainbieiit teinperatiire witliout reinoviiig tlie silvei 
siiirotitiding tlie cerainic inaterial. Tlie experiinents were carried out in traiisinission aiid 
reflecthi awaiigeineiits of tlie tape coiiductors (Fig. 1). Iii bot11 geoinetries iisefiill diffractioii 
patteiiis were recorded (Fig. 2, Fig. 3). Tlie analysis of a (200) fibre texture of tlie 
siipescoiiductiiig pliase of 3 types of siipescoiiductiiig tapes reveals a coi-selatioii of tlie textiire 
degsee witli tlie siipercoiidiictiiig critical cuireiit deiisities ineasured at tliese coiidiictors: 
tape texture degsee critical cuireiit deiisity ( k ~ l c i n ~ )  
1 0,793 15,4 
2 0,846 20 
3 0,909 25,s 
nie iiext step sliould be tlie adaptioii of a Iiigli teinperatiire cliainber to tlie diffractoineter at 
RCBL to perfoim Iiigli teinperatum ineasureineiits oii uiiprocessed speciineiis to stiidy tlie 
Foimatioil aiid tlie texture evoliition of tlie Bi-2223 pliase diiriiig tlie aiuiealiiig process in tlie 
ape fabricatioii stastiiig h i n  a iniiltipliase precuwor. 
dliiracted beam 
beamllmlllng 
Sllt lape conductor 
wlth fllaments 
I reflection geornetry transmission geometry 
Fig. 1:Arraiigeineiit of tlie speciinen in tlie diffractoineter geoinetry 
0 I 
6 8 10 12 
2 Theta, X =  0.52A 
Fig.2: diffraction patteni recorded in reflection geometry 
6 8 10 12 14 16 
2 Theta , 1 = 0,52 A 
Fig.3: difiactioii patterii recorded iii traiisinissioii geonietiy 
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Report: 
To Iiivestigate inultilayei. systeins sliowing giaiit inagnetoresistaiice (GMR), it is of interest to 
correlafe layer and iilterfacial properties of stich systeins botli witli paraineters of tlie sainple 
preparation suid witli tlie i'estrlting GMR. In tlie present stiidy sainples witli different 
cotnbinatioiis of Co-, Cii- and NiFe-layers of about 2 tun tliicluiess coi~esponding to tlie 
second inaxiinuin of tlie G M  were prepared by DC inagnetroii sptteriiig. Tlie layer 
properties like layes tliicluiess aiid interface rouglmess and tlie lattice propeities like strains 
aiid crystallograpliic textttre of tlie differeilt sainples were coinpwed usiiig inetliods of X-ray 
reffectioii aiid wide angle difiactio~i, respectively. Tlie Iiigli brilliance and tiiiiable waveleiigtli 
3ftlte syirclu~otron radiatioii at die KOBL beainline allowed to iinprove tlie contiast for tlie 
iifferetit material coinbinatioiis by setting tlie X-ray waveleiigtli to tlie absorption edge of oiie 
3f ffie layer materials (in inost cases Cii) and to ineaslire tlie diffi~se scattering witli intensity 
sukEcieiit for evalrtatioii, 
4s exainpfe of tlie speciilar scatteriiig experiinents is given in Fig. Ia. Bot11 tlie valiies of tlie 
ms  interface roi~gluiess aixd of tlie layer tliickness were found to be corre1,lted witli tlie layer 
:oinbiiiation. For iiistance, tlre ColCu layer coinbination sliows sinalter ~'~tigliness aiid larger 
iayer tltickness coinpared witli tlie NiFeICii System. 
Apparently, tlie larger adliesion between Co and Ci1 does not ody increase tlie layc 
tliickness h t  also rediices tlie inteiface roiiglmess. A siinilar inteiyretation may be obtaine 
from tlie ineasiireinent of sainples coiitaining additional tliin layers of a tliird material betwee 
tlie inain coinponents of tlie inultilayer. We foiind tliat fliiii additioiial Co layers of about 0. 
nm tliickness reduce tlie rougluiess of tlie inteifaces in NiFeICii inultilayers, wlierez 
additional NiFe layers iii tlie CoICir System reduce tlie tlickness of tlie Co aud Cu layer! 
appareiitly dne to tlie sinaller adliesioii between NiFe aiid tlie otlier two iniiltilayt 
compoiients. 
Tlioiigli tlie speciilar palt of tlie scattering in tlie low angle region sliows significar 
differentes betweeii tlie sainples, tlie diffiise scattering looks ratlier siinilar for all sample! 
Lateral coi~elation leiigtlis of about IOmn and values of tlie Hiirst Parameter of about 0. 
iesult froin tiansverse aiid offset scans independent of tlie layer coinposition. Tli 
coixespoiidiiig cliaracteristics of tlie iiiteiface morpliology seein to be iiifliienced inore by th 
spiitteriiig teclmiqiie fiian by tlie inultilayer coinpositioii. 
Wide angle diffraction ineasuremeiits reveal a prefei~ed (111)-orientation of tlie lattic 
olanes parallel to tlie inteifaces witli a half widtli of tlie texhire of FWHM~30° and profil 
shapes influenced by size-strain-effects for all sa~nples (Fig. lb). A lower liinit of tlie ineai 
:iystallite size was estiinated to be about 10 tun, wliicli is larger tlian tlie layer tliickiiess an( 
iidicates tlie columiiar strocture of tlie graiiis. Tliis stmctiire can also be dediiced froin tlic 
nultilayer peaks of tlie {I  l I}-reflection. Tlie satellites of already tlie first order are vei: 
veak dne to iiitei'iiai strains and interface roi~gliiiess. A coinparisoii of tlie ~neasured profile 
vitli tliose calculated wing a kineiiiatical model includiiig iiiterface rougliiiess indicates tiic 
xesence of colierence straiiis diininisliing tlie lattice inisinatcli at tlie inteifaces. 
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ig. 1: Scaiis of a Co/Cu-inultilayer (red), a NiFeICu-inultlayer (bliie) aiid a NiFeICii- 
iriltiiayer witli a tliin additional Co-layer at tlie iiiterfaces (cyaii) in tlie low angle region (a, 
:ft) aiid in tlie wide angle isgion (b, riglit). Tlie bilayer iiiunber of tlie inultilayers is 15. 
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The ineasureinent of tlie "quasiforbiddeiil' reflections is a very sensitive inetliod in order to deterinine veq 
sinaI1 chaiiges of atomic positions (e.g. relaxations), deforinations of tlie cliarge density in dependence of tht 
cliemical bonding or differeiices of atoinic vibrations . We used this inetliod to deterinine tlie atomit 
positions of 4H- aiid GH-SiC ciystals witli high precision. Tliis was necessary to exainine tlie polytype. 
depeiidiiig disylaceinents of the C- aiid tlie Si- atoinic positioiis froin tlie ideal tetrahedron arid to coinpare 
these results witli nb i?rili« calculations [1][2]. Such atoinic displaceinents of tlie carbon atoins (&G)) aiid tha 
silicon atoins (6(j)) we in order of niagnitude of 10"" times tlie c-lattice constant These sinall displaceinents 
result iii a non-vanisliing integrated iiiteiisity of tlie "quasiforbidden" reflections. Since these integrated 
intensities are essentially smaller than tlie intensities of the occurring "U~nweg" reflections, a correction ol 
the influence of tlie "Umweg" reflections is necessary. To carry on foriner investigations we iiiade 
rneasureinents at BM 20 at tlie ESRF to: 
(i) get inore precise results by ineans of refined "Umweg" corrections 
(ii) get unainbiguous structure inodels by ineasureinent of extreme weak reflections (especially 
asyininetric reflections). 
(iii) specify tlie llabsolutel' structure by deterinination of tlie phase invariant &„, at inultiple beain cases, 
i.e. differentiatioii of structirre inodels, wliicli only differ froin eacli other in tlie sign of the atoinic 
displaceinents. 
In order to achieve this goal high priinary X-ray intensity ("quasiforbidden" reflections) and a six-circle- 
diffi'actoineter (rotatioii about any desired lattice plane normal) was necessaiy. 
Since tlie evaluation of point (i) and (ii) Iias not been finislied up to now, only point (iii) will be discussed in 
ihe following. 
Siace tlie relaxed structure is cliaracterized by tlie atoinic displaceinents (6(j), &C)) froin tlie ideal tetrahedron 
itnicture, boih structures S, @G), CO)) aiid S = (-6(i), -e(j)) result in tlie saine integrated intensities, 
because of IF+(H)I = IF-(Iql, where H is tlie reciprocal lattice vector of tlie "quasiforbidden" reflection 
Therefore tlie botli stiuctures cannot be distinguished by ineasureinent of tlie integrated intensities only 
Because of 
for sinall displaceinents 6(i) and EU) tlie "absolute" structure can be deterinined if tlie phases of the structura 
factor of tlie "quasiforbidden" reflections are known. The ineasurenient of these phases becoines possible b) 
superposition of tlie "quasiforbidden" reflection H with "Umweg" reflections [3]. When choosing a tlirei 
beam geoinetr), tlie two reinaining reflections L and H - I, Iiave to be strong reflections, because strong 
reflections are independent of the relaxations. If tlie phase invariant 
is close to 0' or 1 80°, the wings of tlie peaks in the aziinuth scan (rotation about tlie lattice plane normal ol 
tlie weak reflection H) of tlie "Uniweg" reflections are strongly asyininetric. The inodel S+ shows the inversi 
asyininetry coinpared witli the tnodel S (FIG. 1). 
G .  I :  Left: experimental azimuth scan of the 4H-SiC 00.2 reflection. In brackets the Miller indices of the strong 
reflections L and H - L. Top right: sirnulation of the 4H-SiC 00.2 reflection according to Ref. [4] model S, 
with the phase invariant. Bottom right: simulation of the 4H-SiG 00.2 reflection according to Ref. [4] rnodel 
S-with the phase invariant. 
n order to distinguish tlie iiiodel S+ front S ,  reflections with sinall Miller indices are particularly useful, 
iince tlie influence of teinperature vibrations can be neglected for silicon carbide in this case. 
:oinparing the tneasured data witli tlie siinulation of tlie "Umweg" peaks according to Ref [4] we found a 
good agreeinent witli tlie inodel .Y+ in tlie case of 4H-SiC (HG. 1) as well as for GH-SiC (witliout figure). 
Chese results also niatcli witli the ab inilio calculations in Ref [2]. 
11 Bauer A. er 01.: High-piacision dcrci.inino/ion of nroniic posilions in c y ~ o l s :  Tha cnsa of GH- nnd JH-SiC, 
Physical Review B, Vol. 57, Niinil>er 5, 1 Febniaiy 1998,2647-2650. 
21 Kiickell P.: Siliziirnikni.bid - S/~wkrtrrellc irnd clck/i.onischc I?igenschnjlen vorschiodoncr Po~lypan, 
Dissertation, Friedricli-Scliiller-Uiiiversitat Jena, 1996. 
31 Weckert E., Huiiuncr K.: Mirlliple-Elcnnr X-i.oj> Difloclion for Physicnl De/or.~iiinn~ion of Rojloclion Phnscs 
nnd irs Applicnlions, Acta Cryst. (I 9971, A 53, 108-143. 
J ]  Slieii Q: A Naw Appronch 10 M~rltibemi X-my D(fli.nc/ion Uving I'arilrrbofion ilisorj> of Scnlloring, Acta 
Cryst. (1986). A 42, 525-533 
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keport: We liave investigated tlie defect fotmatioii in Si after boroii iinplantatioii at d i f fe~  
eilt a~uiealing s taps  by grazing incidence diffuse X-ray scatteriiig. Tlie staiting inaterial wa: 
Si (001) irnphted by 32 keV B to a dose of Ge15cin4 aiid aiuiealed for 15 ininutes al 
750°C to recrystallise the dainaged iiear siirface layer. Tlie aiin of tlie experi~neiit was tc 
sfiidy Oie tratisitioii e o ~ n  B-I clusters at 750°C to tnainly extrinsic stackiiig farilts (SF) 
whilioh were firtiiid greviously at annealing coiiditioiis of 1070°C and 10 secoiids. Tlie graz- 
ing incideiice diffi~se scattesing was fist ineasured iii-sitii iii a fiiniace wliicli allowed foi 
teinyerattires np ra 15006C in a vaciiurn of aboiit lV7 Ton. Tlie in-situ studies failed be- 
catise tIie h a t  trarisfer betweeti tlie heater and tlie sainple was not good enougli. Iiistead a 
set. of 5 saiiiples wiiicli Iiad been treated ex-situ by rapid flieimal aiuiealing (RTA) at 
1070°C for different tiines (los, 20s, 4Os, gOs, 120s) Iiave beeil investigated. An iiiteiisity 
~'slice'' aloiig /001] Iias beeil ineasured by itse of a positioii sensitive detector (PSD) placed 
wlrife tlte scatteriiig vectar poiiited at tlle positioii (2.1 2.1 0). Here tlie diffuse iiitensity rod 
iir {I I If dkectioii, wliiclr iiidicates ttie preseiice of SF oii (I 1 I )  plaiies is inost pronouiiced 
as caii be seeit iii Fig. I for afl sa~nples. Most suiyrisingly tlie SF g o w  aiid disappeai' iti a 
veiy sliort time window of only 80 sec. At 10 sec tlie streak intensity is sinaller tlian at 20 
yec, tlxo SFs are growiag. Tlre widtli of tlie streak aloiig tlie exit angle is directly Iinked to 
.he lateral exteiisioii oftIre SF arid is easily coitverted iii a SF dianieter of 66 iun at I0 sec 
wliicli contiiiues to ii~crease witli time as sliowii in Fig.2. At 40 sec tlie streak intensity de 
creases, iiidicatiiig tlie dissoliition of tlie SFs and at 80 sec tlie SFs Iiave coinpletely van 
islied. 
Iiig.2: Slnckiiig Cniiii dienictcr dcduccd lioiii llic 
slrcnk widili oiFig. I ns n Cuiiclioii 
:I-,o. , 
720 
700 
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640 
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rlie integrated peak iiiteiisity iii Fig. 1 is propoitioiial to tlie niiinber of SF wliicli will bt 
ised, togetlier witli tlie SF diaineter froin Fig. 2, to sttbdy tlie growtli kinetics of tlie SFs 
4notlier iinpoitant questioii is tlie deptli distribiitioii of tlie SFs. Tlie intensity in tlie PSI: 
Nas stiidied as a fimctioii of tlie incident angle, keeping tlie scatteriiig vectoi constant al 
2.1 2.1 0) as siiow~i n Fig.3 for tlie different aniiealiiig tiines. Tlie iiiforinatioii oii tlie deptli 
distiibutioti of tlie SF will be de- 
Fig.3: Streak iiiteiisiiy as afuiictioii of 
j the angle of iiicideiice for different aiiiiealiiig 
! tiines 
a: 
.- 
$ :  
*-' C :  
.- 
.- 
C 
duced frorn tlie fiinctional de- 
peiideiice of tlie cutves in Fig. 3. 
In concliisioi~: we Iiave discov- 
ered stacking fault fonnation in B 
iinplatited Si wliicli depends sen- 
sitively oii tlie aimealiiig teiii- 
peratuie aiid time. Tlie SF grow 
aiid disappeai agaiii in a sliort 
time window of only 80 sec. Tlie 
tiappiiig of tlie Si interstitial at- 
oins in SFs provides a inecliatiisin 
to explaiii tlie low transient eil- 
liaiiced diffiisioii of Boroii at 
1070°C, becaiise free Si iiitersti- 
tials aie iieeded for tlie iiitersti- 
tialcy ineclianisin of tlie aiioina- 
loiis fast B difftisioii in B irn- 
planted Si. We Iiave also foiiiid 
tliat at 750°C only a few SF are 
already present witli a diaineter of 
iiicideiit angle 
aboiit 1 Oiuii. 
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Report 
rlie stiidy of ion-beain inodification of CoICii iniiltilayers (Co/Cii ivlL) is palt of investigatioii 
~f tlie inteimixiiig properties of Co-Cu Systems [I], [2]. Two types of C/Cii MLs, 
3i/Si02/8x[Co(4iun)/Ct1(4~un)] and Si/SiO2/4x[Co(8mn)/Cii(8mn)], were investiga-ted in tlie 
'as-deposited' state aiid after ion-beain tnixing. Tlie MLs, prepared by crossed beain pnlsed 
aser deposition (CB PLD), were iinplanted witli low (2.5~10" ~ i f / c i n ~ ) ,  inedii~in (5x10'~ 
3i'1cin2) and Iiigli (2~10~%i~+/c/cin~) doses of 150 keV-Cii" ions. Tlie Iiigli brilliance and 
iinable wavelength of the synclirotson radiatioii at ROBL allowed to iinprove tlie low 
:ontrast for tliis material conibinatioi~ by setting tlie X-ray wavelengtli to tlie abso~ptioii edge 
,f one of tlie layer material. 
nfoimatioii aboiit tlie clianges in deiisity, layer tliickness and interface rouglniess due to 
nixing by loii boinbardinent coine from tlie reflecitvity (XXR) of tlie 'as-deposited' aiid tlie 
inplanted speciiiieiis. Speciilar (Fig.1) and non-speciilar (diffuse) XXR were ineasured oii 
~otli types of sainples at tlie I<-edge e n e w  of Co (7.708 keV) and CII (8.9737 keV), 
espectively. Witli tliese two independent data Sets of tIie saine sainpIes, tlie acciiracy of tlie 
,iindations, obtained froin tlie codes REFSIM (Sieineiis) and/oi REFS (Bede Scieiitific), 
:ould be iinproved by tlie cioss-check of tlie fitted parainetess 
Table 1 Results froin specular XRR of ColCu-MLs (Charge 2) 
Table 2 Results obtained froin diffise scattering (transversal scans) of CoICu-MLs (Charge I )  
Fig.1 Specular XXR of Co/Cu-8~[4/4]MLs (on tlie lefi) rrnd Co/Cu-4x[818] MLs (on tlie right) in 
the 'as-deposited' state and afler low-, medium-, and high-dose 150 keV Cii'ion irnplantation 
Resulfs 
As expected, diie to die ion-beain inixing tIie Co-Cii-iiiterface regions iiicrease aiid tli 
ML-shlictr~re is siiccessive1y dissolved. Ceiaintly the rised inodelling, based on th 
Paratt fonnalisin and tlie Nkvot-Croce roiigliness model, inwt be stressed to describ 
sricIi an extended interface stnicture. Neveithetess, iisefiii infoimatioii about GRM~ 
roiigliness aiid intexface topology follows also ftoin fliese roiigli siiiiiilations. Besides tli 
foimaation of graded iiiterfaces (CoSCrir,) tlie initally jagged layers will be s~nootlied b 
ion-impact processes as siiown by the sfrong decrease of tlie h- and 5-paratiite~~s. Wit 
iiicrease oftlie graded iiiterfaces tlie ML rougluiess coiifonnity disappears. 
References 
[I] D.E.Joyce, et al., P1iys.Rev.B 58 (1998) 5594-5601 
[2] Ping Wii et al., pliys.stat.sol.(a) I61 (1997) 389- 397 
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To follow tlre stability of seinicoiiductor material wider non-standard coiiditions of treatinent 
Si(001) wafers were iinplaiited witli 2 . 5 ~ 1 0 ' ~  cni2 Get (E = 1 MeV, or 4 MeV) and aiiiiealed 
at G50 OC for 1 11. Tlie sainples were characterized by Iligli-resoliitioii XRD, REM and AFM, 
respectively. As revealed by XRD a straiii gradieiit peipendici~lar to tlie sin-face is foimed by 
tlie implantation process. Tlte strain reaclies values of 0.00140 after 1 MeV and 0.00116 
after 4 MeV iinplaittatioii. Due to subseqiient tlieimal treatinent tlie straiils are reduced to 
0.00085 aiid 0.00106, respectively, aiid lattice defects grow as iiidicated by tlie diffuse 
scattering. Ftirtlieimore, traiisvene iiiteiisity oscillations were observed iii tlie reciprocal space 
inap. It was confirined by AFM aiid SEM tliat tlie reason for tliein is a self-organized systein 
of dots on tlie surface. Tlie dots are nearly cones witli a bottoin diaineter of 360 nin and a 
lieight of 40 inn. Tlieir ineaii distance is aboiit 1.5 pin and tliey are preferently ai~anged in 
rows along <110> directiotis. Storing tlie sainples at inonnal laboratoiy coiiditions tlie dots 
disappear after aboiit 8 and 16 nioiitlis, respectively. 
?. Eicliliom *, J. Sass (a), K. Mazlir (a), N. Scliell * (b), F. Berbericli * (b) 
Forscliungszentniin Rosseiidorf, Institute of lon Beain Pliysics and Materials Research 
P.O.B. 510119, D-01314 Dresden, Gemany 
[a) Institute of Electronic Materials Tecluiology, 111. Wdczyiiska 133, PL 01 -91 9 Warszawa, 
Poland 
:b) preseitt address: ROBL-CRG at ESRF Greiioble 
The aiin of tlte experinieiit is to reproduce flie conditioiis for tlie growtli of tlie dots by in-sitii 
tlieimal treatmeiit and tlieir detecfion by a quick X-ray scattering inetliod. A foimerly 
iinplaiited (2 .5~10 '~  cin-' ~ e +  of 4 MeV) and annealed (at G50 "C for I 11) Si(001) wafer was 
Iieated in a fi~inace fioin G00 "C to 905 OC in steps of 50 "C for 20 inin in eacli case. 
According to tlie fiiidings above, it is expected that during tliis aimealing procedure surface 
dots grow. Tlie grazing incidence sinall-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) geometiy [I], liiglily 
sensitive to inesoscopic dots at tlie surface, is tlie st~itable tool to study sin-faces iiidependent 
on tlieir ciystalline or noii-ciystalliiie nature. At an aimealing ternperatiire of 850 "C soine 
inarks of an ordered suiface structiire (see Fig. 1, amows inark fiinge inaxiina) inay be Seen. 
Froin tliein a siirface strticttire period of 320 iiin caii be calculated. At otlier teinperatures such 
fiiiiges were not be observed. 
I 
GISAXS 
- 
o h = 0.154 nm 
4000 10 channels = 0.03704 " 
.eport: 
280 300 320 340 
Scattering angle parallel (channel number) 
Fig. 1 
GISAXS diagrain oESi(001) iinplanted witli 2 . 5 ~ 1 0 ' ~  ein-' Ge' (4 MeV) aiid foimerly 
aiuiealed at 650 "C for 1 11 as-ineasiired for an ariiiealing teinperature of 850 "C 
Tlie aiitliors achowledge tlie assistaiice of Dr. T. H. Metzger, Ludwig-Maxiinilians- 
Universität Miinclien, in tlie GISAXS ineasoreineiits. 
[I] T. H. Metzger, I. Kegel, R. Paniago, J. Peisl, J. Pliys. D: Appl. Pliys. 32 (1999) A202. 
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"Ihs exparimerrts are part o l  a g@neral work to invesfigate the structural mechanisms of 
th@ enhanced hardrress af fh8 lechnicaf alloy Ti-6A1-4V due lo  N+ Zmptantation and its 
degensrsIIon, Semples were Fmplanted with doses (i - 6) X lof7 ~ % m ~  at 80 keV. The 
slm&rat impllcations of the lass df hardness during anneating were studied by in-situ 
D-experiments wEth qnchrotrcrn radiatian at a sample implanted with a dose of 6x10'~ 
Wlcrn? ABditIonat strmpfe cfiaracterlsation was performed by SEM, ERDA and Vickers 
hardness- 
f k e  8s-received sarnpfe Shows anty Bragg peakc of the hexagdnal ar - phase, which is 
the main phase, anCl peaks sf tfie cubiG 0-phase. Affer the Eon imptantation we observe 
tha TiNas at fipst arid thm the YiN Bragg pesks. Ther iiitensiv of these peaks show a 
direoi ca:orPettiition ts fhe Impfanted dases. Tfre ßragg peaks of both niiride phrise ere 
significantty bräadenad, Fmm the lEne broadanhg a mean crystalline size of 5 nrn was 
@stimafed, lk was ~~rrGtwtied fRa1 ihe abse~ved hardening of fhe alloy is of precipifation 
type rather lhan $Re fumatIon uf a TiN layer. 
Tke in-situ experimenf wifh a Ti-Gkf-4V sample implanted with a dose of 6 X Wi7 ~ * l c r n ~  
was pe~ormad af RODL with a high temperature dlffraction chamber* f h e  investigafed 
lerngeratur@ reglatd was ftam SOLf0C Ecr 750% in skeps of 50K. At each tempetafute iwo 
X-ray potfems were tecotded; for an angle of hcidence ot 1" (approximate penefration 
depth of 200 nmj and anafher one fot 4" Cup fs $000 nrn cfepth). The scanning time 5ar 
26.08.99 1 
each diffraction pattern was 30 min. So the duration of the in-situ experiment 
corresponds to the typical annealing time used for these alloys. 
At 500°C the pattern consists of the Bragg peaks from both Ti phases and from TiN 
formed by implantation. With increasing temperature the intensity of the TiN peaks 
decreases. The formation of TiN begins at a temperature between 650°C and 690°C. At 
the final temperature of 730°C all TiN peaks have completely vanished and only Ti2N 
peaks are observed besides the Ti-phases. From a plot of the integrated intensities for 
TiN and ThN in Fig. 1 it can be seen, that this phase transformation is a continuous 
process. 
Fig. I: Change of 
the integrated 
intensity of TiN 
and Ti2N peaks 
during in-situ 
annealing of 
Ti6A14V alloy 
500 550 600 650 700 750 500 550 600 650 700 750 
Temperature ("C) 
A further structural effect is the change in the lattice parameters in both the IX-Ti and ß-Ti 
phases, which is not conform with thermal expansion as shown in Fig.2 . Especially, the 
lattice expansion of the ß - Ti phase of 2% over a temperature range of 200K is 
remarkable. It is known, that V in Ti reduces the cubic lattice parameter significantly. 
From the behaviour shown in Fig. 2 one may conclude that the annealing is connected 
with a reduction of the V-content in the ß-Ti. This is suggested as an additional process 
for hardness reduction besides the phase transformation. 
liletalure vakies 
Fig. 2: Change of lattice 
constants of the Ti-phases 
during annealing 
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Ne have fabricated X-ray waveguides [I, 21 by different thin film deposition techniques, anc 
:haracterized their X-ray optical properties by experiments using a 20 keV synchrotror 
mam at ROBL (BM20) [3]. A theory to describe the observed effects has been developec 
ind compared to the experimental results. The good agreement confirmed our model anc 
inabled us to design waveguldes with several new features by simulating their guidinc 
:haracteristics, and calculating the efficiencies. 
r nearly perfect control of the automated sputter deposition process allowed us to desigr 
ind study a series of sputtered NilC-waveguides varying different structural Parameters, 
anging from very thick (- 1500 A) to ultrathin guiding layers of 100 A. Only a single mode 
,an propagate in the ultrathin guiding layers, which has never before been observed. At the 
txit of the waveguide structure, a correspondingly small "nanobeam" is produced, to our 
nowledge the smallest beam ever reported. 
'he farfield patterns of many different wavguide devices have been characterized by two- 
imensional mappings, which proved very usefull to identify the resonances and to compare 
ie  results to multidimensional field simulations, See below. Furthermore, we have designed 
nd characterized a new class of multiple guiding layer devices, with potential applications 
i interferometry. 
reflectivity and farfield Pattern 
single-mode waveguide 
Ni[70A]/C[I OOA]INi[200A]lSi 
waveguide mode TE0 
..,..,............. reflected I 
\ , ROBL beamline 08.03.1999 
a, I a, - mapping, reflectivity and 1:l-scans 
20 keV (4 GeV-Mode) 
rellsded .,y21, *. besm . , , . ':'
,!:$$,f ;): F. Pfeiffer, P. Hoghoj, T. Salditt, 
.., , 
, N. Schell ( ROBL 1 
A simulation of the field intensity 
distribution in a double mode 
waveguide structure as a function 
of the incidence angle. A resonant 
field enhancement of about two 
orders of magnitude is found in 
some structures and can be 
indirectly confirmed from a 
measurement of the farfield 
intensity of the exiting beam. 
[I] Y.P. Feng, S.K. Sinha, H.W. Deckmann, et al., Phys.Rev.Lett 71, 537 (1993); 
Y.P. Feng, S.K. Sinha, E.E. Fullerton, et al., Appl.Phys.Lett. 67, 3657 (1995). 
[2] S. Lagomarsino, W. Jark, S. Di Fonzo, et al., J. AppLPhys. 79,4471 (1996); 
S. Lagomarsino, A. Cedola, P. Cloetens, et al., Appl.Phys.Lett. 71, 2557 (1997). 
(31 F. Pfeiffer, P.H H~agh~aj, I. Anderson, T Salditt, N. Schell, to be published. 
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Report: 
T0 gel Information on the high-temperature mechanical properiies of magnetron-sputtered 
CrN haid coatings, the defect annealing and corresponding Stress relaxation of the coatings 
were studiecl in the ternperature interval from room temperature to 750 'C. 
During in-aifu X-ray diffraction experiments, the positions (planar distances) and widths 
(earrnected fo inhomogenuous strain, i.e. defects) of two selected diffraction peaks, (I i T )  
and (ZOO), were monltored as a flinction of time for various temperaturec for two films with 
thicknesses of approximate 0.6 and 1 .I pm. 
Some d the recults are iilustrafed in the figure, where the width of the (1 I I) peak of the 
thick sample Is chown as a function of the annealing temperature, The triangles are data 
p&I#fs taken as the temperature was changed in steps from the ambient temperature to the 
ternperatures indicated, Data pointlr lying on veFtical lines reflect the change of the width 
with time at fixed femperatures. Defecf annealing (a decrease in the width) is obsewed at 
I~rnperatuies of 500 'C and above. Tha circles are data polnts taken during the cooling- 
dawn ~yc1$. 
Further data are required k r  a detsriled undersianding of the kinetics of the process, Fora 
obancferisa%on CS the defect sfructure befare and affer annealing, transmission-electron- 
niicmcopy stuclies are also requind. Irr addition, hardness measurements have to be 
carried albt to study the chango in mechanicat properties with the change in defect structure. 
Both etectron-microscopy snd hardness measurements are irr pfogress in Aarhus. 
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Report: 
Soine experiinetital resiilts oii unit cell Parameter, electrical conductivity, specific Iieat aiid 
tlieirnal conductivity sliow tliat (U,Pii)02 is not an ideal solid sol~itioii. M. Beaiivy [l] notes 
tliat tIiese anoinalies occur wlien Pti coiicentratio~i. is aroiind 3.1 and 12.5 at%. Tliey 
respectively coi~espond to one PLI atoln for 8 iiiiit cells and one PLI atoin for 2 unit cells. He 
si~pposed tliat tliese tlxesliolds could coi-respoiid to different Pu local enviroiunents in U02 
inatrix. 
Our aiin was to see if PLI local environ~nent is coimected witli Pu concentration iii (U,Pi1)02+, 
inatrix. In otlier words, we wanted to check if any inodification occiiis wlien P11 coiitent vaiies. 
However, becaiise of tlie liinitatioii in pliitoniiiin isotopes accepted oii tlie beain liiie, we 
studied (U,Ce)02+, instead of (U,Pu)02+,. (U,C~)OZ+~ System is expected to sliow inany 
siinilarities to (U,Pii)02+„ ceriuin is knowii to be a noii active aiialogiie of plutoninin [2]. 
We tlius iised tlie 21 sliiffs allowed by the Review Coimittee to collect tlie EXAFS spectra of 
5 (U,Ce)02+, pellets (witli Ce amoiint of 0, 5, 10,25 aiid 50 at.%) in fliiorescence detection 
inode. 
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Diie to tlie Iugli conceiitration of U aiid Ce, t l ~ e  ainplitiide of tlie XAFS spectra was corrected 
for self-absoiptioii effects iisiiig tlie procedure of Tröger el al. [3]. To aiialyse our data we itse 
tlie pliase aiid ainplitude calciilated by tlie FEFF 7.02 prograin [4]. 
As a first result, tlie U-0 coordinatio~i sliell sliows veiy low evoliition witli tlie amount of 
ceriuin. On tlie opposite, tlie iiitensity of tlie secoiid peak, coiiiiected to inetal-inetal distances, 
decreases as increasing tlie ceriuin concentration. 
Tlie detei~ninatioii of metal-inetal distaiice aiid cooi*ditiation nuinber is difficult becaiise of tlie 
numeroiis iniiltiple-scattering patlis incliided in tliis coiltribiition. Fiirtlie~~nore diie to tlie 
neairiess of tlie experiinent we only dediiced tlie Parameters of tlie first coordinatioii sliell (U- 
0 )  : uraniuin is coordinated witli 8 oxygen atoins at 0.236 iun (tlie Same as in UOz). Tliis first 
coordinatioii sliell reinains tlie Same wliatever ceriiiin concentratioii is. 
Due to tlie coinplexity and low ratio signal over noise of tlie Ce L, edge spectra, we coiild not 
Iiave caireiitly qiiantitative results on ceriuin environmei~t, bitt work is still iii Progress. 
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111 order to bot11 probe U and Ce local eiiviroiunent, we worked at U Lln and Ce LI edges 
(17.17 and 6.55 keV respectively). Tlie following figiiie sliows tlie Foiirier transfoirn inoduli 
obtained at U Lui edge for tlie different ceriiiin concentration. 

